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INTRODUCTION

This study ha« been prepared under contract with the Northeast Regional 

Office. National Park Service, April 13.1965. Under the terms of the contract,

1 am to provide a '’Preliminary Historical Research Report on Ellis Island, " 

to be submitted by October l, 1965. The study is to "give a brief account of 

the early history of the island, a more detailed study of its history as an 

immigration depot, 1890-1954, including the organisation of the immigrant 

station, its policies and administration, and the physical structures associated 

with it.M

1 have tried to meet the specifications. The problem has not been to find 

material; it has been rather that of an embarrassment of riches. The published 

reports are, for most periods, voluminous and detailed. The New York news

paper and periodical press took note of all that happened at Ellis Island, and 

while it was an immigration station there was always something newsworthy 

going on there. The manuscript material, on the other hand, while bulky in 

the extreme, is badly broken up and difficult of access. Only readily available 

fragments have been used in this study.

Ellis Island's early history is interesting only as it occasionally reflects 

in miniature the larger life of the growing port of New York. It was chosen 

as the site of the first Federal immigration station more or less by accident 

and against the judgment of the Secretary in whose Department it was to be 

placed. Its first structures were hastily and cheaply constructed of wood and 

were burned after only a few years of service.
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Its second physical plant was designed to handle the modest immigration 

of a recession period and was almost immediately inundated by a swelling tide 

of newcomers eager to share in reviving American prosperity. Ellis Island 

was never quite equal to its task, in spite of much conscientious effort on the 

part of some very able administrators.

It acquired a sinister reputation very early and never overcame it. This 

reputation was based in part on the corruption and brutality that were rampant 

in an early phase, but more especially on the very effort put forth by its best 

administrators to carry out the immigration laws with whose execution they 

were charged--laws tending steadily toward the exclusion of all but the most 

select immigrants.

When, in the late 1920's, the selection of immigrants passed very largely 

to the American consulates overseas, Ellis Island lost the prime function for 

which it had been established. It continued in use for many years as a convenient 

center for the detention of questioned immigrants and the deportation of undesir

able aliens. At long last, when it came to be accepted that most of the detainees 

were relatively harmless and could be turned loose under parole, this function 

also practically disappeared and the overbuilt, outmoded station was closed.

This, in barest outline, Is the story of Ellis Island as a Government in

stitution. What it meant to the immigrants is another study.

Thomas M. Pitkin
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CHAPTER I

Early History of Ellis Island

Ownership and Nomenclature of Ellis Island, 1630-1806

Ellis Island is one of the islets off the Hew Jersey shore in the Upper

Bay of New York. These tiny islands, including Liberty Island (formerly

known as Bedloe's) and a now submerged reef, are all in the shallow waters

west of the ship channel, usually known as the Jersey Flats. In Colonial

times they were often referred to in a group as the Oyster Islands, and the
1

waters around them were sometimes called the Oyster Bank.

Nomenclature was flexible, however. The largest of the Oyster Islands

came to be known as Bedloe's Island, from an early owner. Ellis Island,

called by the Indians Kioshk, or "Gull Island, ” from its only inhabitants,

was later labelled Dyre's Island, Bucking Island and Gibbet Island before

the name of Samuel Ellis, its only known 18th Century owner, was firmly 
2

fixed to it.

The Island was a tiny bank of mud and sand, mixed with oyster shells,

about three acres in extent and scarcely rising above the water at high tide.

It was a singularly uninviting piece of terrain, useful only because of its

position in the midst of rich oyster beds and as a fine place from which to
3

stake out nets during the spring run of shad. It had none of the attractions 

of its somewhat larger neighbor, Bedloe's Island, which was closer to deep 

water, had some vegetation and a pleasing elevation at the end toward the 

channel, and boasted a supply of good fresh water.

When the Dutch West India Company in 1629 created the patroon system,
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to stimulate settlement and development of its colony of New Nether land by

granting lands and extensive feudal privileges to company directors who would

bring in settlers, Michel Paauw (or Paw) was one of the first patroona. He

received a grant of land on the west bank of the North River opposite New

Amsterdam, including the site of present »day Hoboken. This land was

purchased for him from the Indians by the Director General and Council of

the colony on July 12, 1630, the compensation being "certain cargoes, or
4

parcels of goods."

To this purchase there was shortly added Staten Island, and some time 

afterward the intervening tract including the site of Jersey City. The colony

that Paauw founded was called Pavonia, the first white settlement in the later
5

State of New Jersey. These purchases presumably included the later Ellis

Island. Washington Irving, in his fanciful account of the assembling of the

Dutch Colonial forces to attack the Swedes on the Delaware, speaks of "that

renowned Mynheer, Michael Paw, who lorded it over the fair regions of

Pavonia, and the lands away south even unto the Naveslnk mountains, and
6

was moreover patroon of Gibbet Island. "

Michel Paauw (Paw) could not actually have taken part in this muster, 

since he never left the comforts of Amsterdam for the crude colony over»

seas, and he had, in any case, sold Pavonia to the Company long before the
7

Swedes threatened the Dutch control of the Delaware. Nevertheless, 

Irving's assumption that Ms patroona hip of Pavonia had included Gibbet 

(E llis) Island seems sound. It is quite likely that the later Bedloe's Island
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was regarded as part of his domain, as well. Both islands huddled close to 

the shore of Favonia.

The first supposed reference to the later Ellis Island is found in a court

case of 1661, in which a missing boat was discovered undamaged "on Oyster
8

Island." Why it has been assumed that this was Ellis Island and not Bedloe's 

Island is not clear. It could have been either, more likely Bedloe's, the larger 

and more inviting of the two.

The first certain reference is in an undated grant by Governor Andros to

William Dyre, his collector of customs, of "Little Oyster Island." The grant
9

was made at some time between 1674 and 1680. A  few years later, in 1686,

W illiam Dyre and Mary, his wife, conveyed to Thomas Lloyd lands on Man

hattan, "And alsoe A  certain« Island Scituate and lyeing in Hudson River to

the Westward of Manhattan» or York Island and north of Bedloes Island Comon-
10

ly called or known* by the name of Dyre's Island or Oyster Island." Lloyd
11

in torn conveyed the Island to Enoch and Mary Story. Here the trail of owner* 

ship breaks off for nearly a century.

In 1691 the Island was formally included within the boundaries of New York 

City and County. An act of that year divided the colony into counties, each 

county being bounded and described: "The city and county of New York to 

contain all the Island commonly called Manhattan's-Island, Manning's-Island,

the two Barn Islands, and the three Oyster-Islands; Manhattan's Island, to be
12

called the City of New-York, and the Rest of the Islands, the County,"

The charter granted to the City of New York by Governor Montgomery in 

1730 referred to the Island as Bucking Island and again included it within the



Figure 1

'»Map of New York Island. " 1778. This map show» Ellis 
Island as "Bucking Island" in the "Oyster Bank." Stokes 
Collection* New York Public Library*
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city's boundaries, which were "to include Nutten Island, Bedlow's Island,

Bucking Island, and Oyster Island, to low water mark on the west side of
13

the North R iver." The name Bucking Island, of unknown origin, was

applied to the Island during a good part of the 18th Century. In 1757, when

the City Council was seeking a site for a pest house, it appointed a committee
14

"to view and Examine Buckin Island." The committee's report, not found,

was probably negative, for in the next year Bedloe's Island was purchased 
15

for the purpose.

The name Gibbet Island has been traced to an event of 1765« A pirate

by the name of Anderson, captured in the West Indies, was returned to New

York, the port from which his ship had sailed, tried and executed "upon an

Island in the Bay, near the city, which, from that circumstance, has ever

since been called, Anderson's or Gibbet Island." Other hangings took place 
16

there and Washington Irving, writing early in the following century, con-
17

sistently used the name Gibbet Island. The British Army during the

American Revolution, however. In its military cartography, used the name

Bucking Island on one map and Oyster Island on another, to designate the
18

later Ellis Island.

Private ownership of the Island reappears in 1785 with the advertisement

for sale by one Samuel Ellis of "that pleasant situated Island, called Oyster
19

(now EUis) Island, lying In New York Bay, near Powles Hook. " How he 

obtained his title is unknown, but it seems not to have been challenged. No 

sale followed the advertisement. Samuel EUis died in 1794 and by his will
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of the earn« year the Island, ’'with ail the buildings and improvements there* 

on* ” was bequeathed to the child of his daughter Catherine W estervelt* with 

which she was then pregnant* if it should be a son. He also wished the son

to be named Samuel Ellis. If the child should be a daughter, his estate was
20

to be divided among Catherine's children equally.

Catherine dutifully produced a son* who was named Samuel Ellis as Ms 

grandfather had wished. But the boy died in infancy and letters of adminis

tration were granted to hie mother. At this point the title becomes confused. 

Samuel Ellis Ryerson* eon of another daughter of the elder Samuel Ellis* and

Ms wife Rachel deeded the Island and property in Manhattan to John A. Berry 
21

in 1806. When Colonel Jonathan Williams* U. S. Army CMef of Engineers* 

wanted the Island shortly afterward for fortification he found that there were 

several claimants.

Ellis Island as a Military installation, 1794*1890

In 1794 there was a serious threat of war with Great Britain because of

her interference with American trade in the French West Indies. The long

European conflict that followed the French Revolution was under way and

England and France were beginning their titanic 20-year struggle. The

War Department sent engineers to the chief coastal cities to prepare defenses

against the British fleet. Charles Vincent was sent to New York, to make a
22

plan on a very limited budget. At about the same time the State of New

York appropriated funds for the same purpose and appointed a commission*

including Governor George Clinton, with full powers to erect forts "at or
23

near the city and port of New-York. "



Figure 2

’’Plan of three Islands Situated in the Harbour of New- 
York fortifyed for the defence of the said harbour. " 
Governor's, Bedloe's and Oyster (Ellis) Islands as 
fortified by Charles Vincent in 1794. Karpinski 
Collection, No. 305, New York Public Library.
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6.

Vincent submitted a plan including outer works on the Narrows and an

inner defense based on the triangle of Bedloe's, Governor's and "Oyster'*

Islands. Bedloe's Island, he pointed out, was "situated so as to face the

channel, " and its "fires might cross, with great advantage, those of Governor's

Island, and concur with those of Oyster Island. " His plan called for a battery

of six pieces of the largest caliber and two mortars on Bedloe's Island.

"After Bedloe's, " he noted, "and on the same side of the channel, we find

a very low Island (Oyster Island,) which its proximity to the city, to Bedloe'e

and Governor's Islands, renders infinitely precious; it will be necessary to

place there the same defence as on Bedloe's Island. " Heavier works should
24

be built on Governor's Island, Vincent said.

In the same year he reported the works on all three islands as under 
25

construction. Just how Vincent, representing the War Department, and

Governor Clinton's commission, representing the State of New York,

collaborated, is not entirely clear. The commissioners apparently accepted

Vincent's plan, however, and considerable work was done, mostly in the form

of earthworks and presumably largely with State money. The City of New York

deeded Bedloe's Island, which it owned, and the "soil from high to low Water

mark around the said Island called Ellis's Isle, " which it evidently claimed
26

under the Montgomery charter, to the State for purposes of fortification.

The State prepared to buy the Island itself, and a deed was drawn for the
27

purpose, but Ellis died and the deed was not executed. The works built 

there in the 1790's were actually on private property, so far as they rose 

above high tide.
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The State made a further appropriation for "compieating, making

and repairing the fortifications on Governor's Island, Bedlow's island and
28

Oyster island" in 1795. When there was a threat of war with France in 

1798, and the nation looked once more to its harbor defenses and began to 

build up its army, Ellis Island was used as a recruit depot, a "General

Rendezvous for the Recruits of the Corps of Artillerists & Engineers in the
29

United States Army. " In the same year it was reported that barracks
30

had been completed there sufficient to"accommodate one company of soldiers."

The State of New York, in 1800, passed an act ceding jurisdiction over all

three fortified islands •«Governor's, Bedloe's and Oyster (E llis)--to the 
31

United States. The United States Government has since held Governor's 

and Bedloe's Islands continuously. Ellis Island remained disputed territory.

The successive threats of war and bursts of fortification fever had not 

brought the works in New York Harbor to completion. Major Decius 

W adsworth, reporting on the state of the forts there in 1802, found Fort 

Jay, on Governor's Island, in serviceable condition, though badly planned.

There were good quarters on Bedloe's Island, but there were no cannon 

mounted there and the works were "of trifling account."  As for Ellis Island, 

the work there was "a semicircular battery calculated to mount 13 guns."

The parapet was of timber and was unfinished; no guns were then mounted, 

though 12 pieces of rather light caliber cannon were lying on the Island.

There were very good quarters for a company of men and possibly more,
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but the officers' quarters were inadequate. ’’The quarters for the men;1

Wadsworth reported, "are of stone and brick work, furnished with loop**

holes, and an ell calculated to resist an attack of musquetry. ” Ellis Island,

though it lacked good fresh water, he thought "a very proper position for

batteries to defend the harbor of New York against an attack by sea. "  Only

part of the Island had been purchased for public use, he noted, and he
32

recommended that the rest of It be acquired.

There seems to have been no garrison on the Island at this time and

W ashlngton Irving, describing a walk on the Battery in 1804, depicted it as

a quiet place, concerned only with the surrounding oyster beds: " . . .  the fleet

of canoes, at anchor between Gibbet Island and Communlpaw, slumbered on

their rakes, and suffered the innocent oysters to lie for a while in the soft

mud of their native banks. " Presently a storm came up and "the oyster*

boats that erst sported in the placid vicinity of Gibbet Island, now hurry 
33

to the land.. . . "

The War Department used the name Gibbet Island occasionally. W hen

Colonel Williams was sent to New York in 1805 to survey the harbor for

further fortification, he was instructed, among other things, to measure
34

"the distance from Governor's Island to the Island near Gibbet Island. "

In his report on this mission, however, Williams used the modern designation.

He noted that "The forts at Bediow's and Ellis's Islands are dismantled and
35

totally out of repair. " Like Vincent and Wadsworth before him, Williams 

approved the position of Ellis Island, if not its other characteristics. He
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dreamed of erecting there a three-tiered circular work of many guns.

"E llis 's Island appears to me a proper place for such a battery»" he stated,

"since it could fire in a sweep of 3/4 of a circle from Paulus Hook to the
36

Narrows to the extent of cannon shott. "

Under the pressure of fund limitations and other considerations, he

had eventually to forego his tower on Ellis Island and content himself with

a very modest battery. But for a time he was unable even to work on the

Island because of the lack of title. His plan of fortification, approved in

the summer of 1807, called for "a c as «mated Battery" to be erected on

Ellis Island and urged that "a purchase should be made of the part now be-
37

longing to citisen8. " Governor Daniel D. Tompkins of New York had

assured him that the title to the land between high and low water was in the

hands of the State and would be conveyed to him, but that he would have to

get a deed for the Island as a whole. The works that had been built there
38

were "occupied merely by the permission of the owner. "

Williams set about this task but, as he reported a few weeks later,

T have had all manner of difficulties about the title to Ellis's Island which

is in so confused a state that many legal questions might arise. " By the

advice of the local U. S. attorney, he had "determined to buy the claims

for what they may be & depend upon the State for a title by an act of the 
39

legislature." This procedure forced him to wait until the following 

winter, when the legislature met. Meanwhile, as he told Governor 

Tompkins, he had not felt "justified in doing more than to make a
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convenient landing place for all the purposes that may be wanted. " This

landing, he said, "being situated between low & high water mark cannot
40

be considered as standing on private territory."

The law moved ponderously. It was not until the following March

that the necessary legislation was passed. Meanwhile, Williams had arrived

in the harbor to begin the year's construction program and had been refused

permission to cross Ellis Island from the new wharf to the old fort, "on the

ground of private territorial right. " He complained to Tompkins and asked

for immediate information on the proposed legislation. The permanent work

on this Island was to be postponed, he said, but he meant "immediately to

endow Ellis's Island with as many heavy pieces behind the old breast work
41

as can be placed there."

A few days later Williams had word that the necessary law had been

passed in Albany. He immediately notified the Island's occupant, he wrote

Governor Tompkins, "that I should under your authority repair thither with

authorised surveyors and take possession in the name of the State of New

York. " This action was assented to by the occupant, a Mr. Simmons,

and it became possible for the engineers to begins work, but Williams urged
42

the Governor to speed the remaining steps leading to a title.

The procedure prescribed by the act of cession called for condemnation 

by a special jury, and in spite of his Impatience Williams had to wait for 

its verdict. When it came, at the middle of May, he was outraged. The 

jury had priced the Island at $10, 000, he informed Secretary of War Dearborn.
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"The jury are acknowledged to be of the moat respectable kind & generally

esteemed good judges of property, " he admitted, "but in this instance they

hare estimated capabilities instead of real estate, taking into consideration

the advantage of setting fish nets on the fiatts all around, letting rakes to the

oyster men, & keeping a house of entertainment for all these amphibious

customers." Still, Williams did not see any remedy unless the Secretary
43

was prepared to abandon the position altogether. Governor Tompkins, 

writing to the Secretary on the same subject, was rather apologetic about
44

the price but indicated his belief that the Island could not be had for less.
45

On Dearborn's advice, he concluded the purchase on behalf of the State.

A  deed was then executed, June 30, 1808, conveying the State's title to the
46

United State«.

At the end of the year, W illiams reported on the progress of fortification

in the harbor of New York. As for "E llis's or Oyster Island, " its position

was so advantageous that "it would be desirable to erect a castle here,"

similar to the one then under construction on Governor's Island. However,

the Island was of so spongy a nature that no foundation could be made without

filling and without entirely removing the old fort, since there was no space

for a new site. The Secretary had therefore ordered him to make "an open

barbette battery here for about twenty guns on one platform. " This was
47

nearly completed.

In spite of this optimistic report, work on the little fort lagged, other
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projects in the harbor receiving priority in the fortification construction

program. At the end of the season of IS 11, it still lacked a magazine and
48

adequate barracks. In the following spring, only a few weeks before
49

the outbreak of the War of 1812, this construction was directed and 

presumably completed.

During the second conflict with Great Britain, the battery on Ellis

Island was manned by a small garrison, sometimes of New York State

troops, sometimes of regulars (mostly recruits), sometimes of artillery,
50

sometimes of infantry. Like the other forts that Jonathan Williams 

built in New York Harbor, it saw no action with the enemy. Like those 

forts, however, it no doubt helped to discourage a British naval attack on 

New York, such as those that were made in the course of the war on Baltimore 

and 'Washington.

In the fall of 1814 Governor Tompkins briefly took command of the

forts in New York Harbor. One of his first acts was to give names to the

forts on Bedloe's and Ellis Islands. The works on Eedloe's were named

Fort Wood and those on Ellis were named Fort Gibson, in honor of two

gallant and distinguished American officers who had recently been killed
51

at the battle of Fort Erie.

Fort Gibson1* peacetime history thereafter was relatively uneventful.

In the 1830's the Island came into use again as a place of execution. In

1831 two convicted pirates, George Gibbs and Thomas W ansley, were 

brought to Ellis Island by steamboat under the guard of marines. There,
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at high noon, they were hanged. According to the newspapers» "The con

course of spectators was immense» the little Island was crowded with men 

and women and children» —and on the waters around, were innumerable

boats.. . . "  In 1839 Cornelius Wilhelms, convicted of murder and piracy
52

on the ship Bragansa, met a similar fate on Ellis Island.

In the 1830's, also, the States of New Jersey and New York finally

came to an agreement on a boundary dispute that had flared up from time

to time and involved Ellis Island. New York claimed the waters of Hudson

River and New York Bay to high water mark on the New Jersey shore,

while New Jersey contended that her sovereignty extended to the middle

of the river. In 1833 commissioners of the two States met in New York

City and entered into a compact later ratified by the legislatures of the
33

States and approved by Congress in 1834.

Under this compact the boundary line between New York and New 

Jersey was declared to be the middle of the Hudson River through New 

York Bay, but Staten Island was recognized as part of New York and it 

was further declared that "The state of New York shall retain its present 

jurisdiction over Bedloe's and Ellis's Islands* " The State of New York 

was to have exclusive jurisdiction over the waters of the Bay of New York 

to low water mark on the New Jersey side, except that "The state of New 

Jersey shall have the exclusive right of property in and to the land under 

water lying west of the middle of the bay of New York.. . . "  New Jersey 

retained exclusive jurisdiction over wharves and docks on its shore and
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had exclusive right of regulating the fisheries on the westerly side of the 
54

rider. This complicated arrangement, needless to say, has since given 

rise to considerable litigation in the busy harbor and has left jurisdictional 

ghosts that apparently have not yet been laid.
55

Fort Gibson was used for a time as a recruit depot, but by 1835 it
56

had been turned over to the Navy Department for use as a powder magazine.

It was returned to Army control in 1841, the Navy reserving "the entire control
57

over the Naval Magazine there and the rights and privileges incident thereto.M

The Army made extensive repairs to the fort in the next year, including the
58

construction of a hot shot furnace. By 1843 Fort Gibson was reported as
59

’’armed and equipped" since its return by the Navy. Curiously, in the

light of Us later use, the New York State Commissioners of Emigration

wrote to Secretary of War Marcy in 1847 inquiring whether Ellis Island

might not be available for use by "the Convalescent Emigrants." The re »

quest was denied. "E llis ' island, M it was stated, "is very small; it is the

site of a naval magazine, containing large supplies of ammunition; the

government has not heretofore allowed any person, other than a proper
60

guard, to reside on the island. "

The Army, after repairing and modernizing Fort Gibson, had put no

garrison in it but allowed the Navy to maintain Ellis Island under a small

guard to protect its munitions. This odd arrangement continued. During
61

the Civil War the Navy built extensive additional magazines there. At
62

the same time the Army was installing heavy new guns on the Island.



Figure 3.

'E llis' Island. ” 1854. This map shows a Navy magazine 
in the middle of the Army's Fort Gibson. Record Group 66, 
National Archives.
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There wee some friction evident between the services on the tight little

island at this time, and small wonder. The Engineer officer from Governor's

Island reported unhappily to his chief that the Navy had put its magazines so

close to the hot shot furnace that it could not be used, and he could not learn

what else the Navy was up to, "The Gunner in charge states that the Chief

of the Naval Ordnance Dept, contemplates erecting another building; inf or-
63

mation with respect to its location could not be definitely obtained by me. "

Shortly after the war the Navy was left in sole possession, and it continued
64

to maintain large stocks of munitions on Ellis Island.

A  few years after the end of the war, the presence on Ellis Island of 

all these explosives gave rise to alarm. The New York Sun, corroborated 

by Harper's Weekly, "called attention to the startling fact that New York, 

Brooklyn, Jersey City, and the numerous villages on Staten Island, are now, 

and have been for a long time, in imminent peril of being at once destroyed 

by the explosions of the magazines on Ellis's Island.. . . "  Harper's sent over 

an artist who made sketches of these sinister structures. There were six of 

these buildings, "built of solid masonry with slate roofs." They had a com* 

bined capacity of 5,060 barrels of powder. At the moment, it was said, they 

held about 3, 000 barrels and "a very large number of shells. " While elaborate 

precautions were taken to prevent any accident on the Island, "still the greatest of 

precautions are sometimes in vain. " There was not the slightest necessity for 

accumulating this amount of powder "in such closer proximity to the most populous 

city in the country," and Harper's demanded that Secretary of the Navy Welles
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should lit once remove it.

Having given their readers a few chills. Harper's and the Sun apparently

let the matter drop. The subject was revived in 1876, when Congressman

Hardenbaugh of New Jersey offered in the House a resolution that Ellis Island

in New York Harbour be abandoned as a site for a powder arsenal. "If it

were struck by lightning, " he said, "the shock would destroy Jersey City,
66

Hoboken, and parts of New York. " Nothing came of this and the Navy 

still maintained a powder magazine on Ellis island at the beginning of 1890.

65
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CHAPTER H

Th« First Immigration Station

Federal Control of Immigration Begins

Except lor the counting of immigrants as they arrived« and some 

limitations on the packing to which they could be subjected on shipboard« 

the Federal Government left the control of Immigration in the hands of the 

States until 1882. In that year a law was passed excluding "any convict» 

lunatic, idiot or any person u able to take care of himself or herself with

out becoming a public charge. " A separate law excluding Chinese laborers
l

was passed in the same year.

The Secretary of the Treasury was charged with the execution of the

general exclusion law« but he was authorised to work through State boards

or officers in its actual administration. The law provided for a head tax

of 50 cents on immigrants» to be used to defray the expenses of examination
2

of passengers on their arrival and for the relief of those in distress. New

York had long been the principal port of Immigration and since 1855 the .State

had received immigrants at Castle Garden on the Battery. Under the new law»

the Secretary made a contract with the New York State Commissioners of
3

Emigration to carry it out as far as that port was concerned.

Another piece of Federal legislation in 1885 marked a further step in 

the direction of national control and restriction of immigration. This was the 

Allen Contract Labor Law, making it unlawful to import aliens for labor under
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contract. Th is law  did not provide any adm inistrative m achinery, but in

1887 Its execution was a lso  placed in the hands o f the Secretary  o f the

T reasu ry , to whom the State authorities w e re  to report on the status of
5

aliens under its provisions.

F o r severa l years the reception o f im m igrants at Hew Y ork  and e lse 

w here was handled by this m ixed F edera l-S tate  system . The arrangem ent 

proved unsatisfactory and p re ssu re  developed fo r fu ll F edera l control o f  

im m igration. A  specia l House committee looked into the question and 

reported in 1889. It had concentrated its investigations at New  York . O f 

the operations at C astle  G arden  it concluded that "it  was alm ost im possib le  

to p rop erly  inspect the la rg e  num bers of persons who a r r iv e  daily  during 

the im m igrant season with the facilities a ffo rd ed ,11 and that " la rg e  num bers 

of persons not law fu lly  entitled to land in the United States a re  annually  

received  at this port. "  One o f the New  Y ork  State com m issioners was
6

quoted as admitting that the lo ca l adm inistration was "a  perfect f a r c e . "

The T rea su ry  Departm ent in the sam e year reported "g rav e  difficulties  

in the execution o f the law  through State agencies, "  which w ere  not subject 

to effective control. T h ere  w ere  ju risd ictional disputes and "se riou s  

differences in the settlement o f the accounts of certain  State com m issions. '*

The S ecretary  recom m ended that the F edera l Governm ent assum e the whole
f

business.

Fending appropriate legislation  covering the whole field, the T reasu ry  

Departm ent, a fter som e further investigation, decided to cancel its contract

4
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8
with the New York State authorities. The first site chosen for a Federal 

immigration station to take the place of Castle Garden was Eedloe's Island. 

At once the New York World, which had a few years before led the campaign 

to raise money for the pedestal of Bartholdi's Statue of Liberty, began a 

vigorous protest. The island, which it said "was to have been made into

a beautiful park as a fit setting for the great Statue, " was now "to be
9

converted into a Babel. "

There was action, too, in Congress, where a special joint committee

was appointed to investigate the subject. Senator McPherson of New Jersey

preposed that the Navy powder magazine on Ellis Island be removed as a

hazard to the citizens of his State and the immigrant depot be located there

instead of at Bedloe's Island. The committee, after a hearing in Washington

and an inspection tour in New York, approved this proposal. Legislation was
10

passed accordingly and signed by President Harrison on April 11, 1890.

This action was not taken without protest. One of the committee based 

his opposition cm the statement of Secretary of the Treasury Windom, who 

had looked at Ellis Island, among other locations in New York Harbor, and 

rejected it as a possible site on what he considered good and sufficient 

grounds:

We also tried to reach Ellis Island. We were on a 
little revenue cutter, and asked the officer to take us to 
Ellis Island. He said he could not get the boat there, be
cause the water was not deep enough.. . .  The difficulty of 
reaching it and the observations we had at that distance 
from us, where it seemed to be almost on a level with 
the water, presented so few attractions for an immigrant
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depot that we steam ed away- from  it under the im pression  
that even i f  we could get r id  o f the powder m agasine which 
is  there now, and could secu re  the island, it was not a 
d esirab le  place; and we w ere  so advised by the collector  
o f customs at New  York  and som e others who w e re  with 
us. 11

Whether he liked it or not, E llis  Island was the p lace presented to the 

Secretary  fo r the building and operation o f the firs t  F edera l im m igration  

station. It was tran sfe rred  to the T rea su ry  Department fo r this purpose,
12

together with a sm a ll appropriation to begin development, on M ay 24, 1890.

Planning got under way alm ost at once and the S ecre ta ry 's  report fo r the fisca l

year indicated that the w ork o f construction was a lready  "being prosecuted

with v igo r, "  with hopes that the new plant would be ready  fo r occupation in
13

the follow ing A p ril.

The work  going fo rw ard  consisted o f the dredging o f a channel to a  

depth o f 12 feet o r m ore, 200 feet w ide and 1,250 feet long; the building o f 

853 feet o f docks, with 860 feet o f additional c r ib  work  (to contain f i l l  en

larg ing  the Island); the construction o f a  la rg e  tw o -sto ry  wodden building, 

with a  sm all separate hospital group, a  bo ile r house, laundry, and e lectric
14

light plant; and the digging o f artesian  w ells  and the construction of c isterns. 

A s  might have been expected, such a  form idable  p rogram  was not completed  

in the follow ing A p r il; it was the end o f the year be fo re  the E llie  Island station

was ready  fo r use.

U se  of the B a rge  O ffice, 1890-189*

The notice o f contract term ination that the Secretary  o f the T rea su ry



had sent to the New  Y ork  State Com m ies loners o l Em igration in the m iddle
15

o f F ebru ary  was to take effect in 60 days* on A p r il 18. The Com m issioners,

In a  resentful mood, refu sed  to perm it the use o f C astle  C arden  by  the T reasu ry
16

Departm ent while the E llis  Island station was under construction. A

tem porary  im m igration station was found in the B a rge  O ffice, at the southeast

corner o f Battery  P a rk , not fa r  from  C astle  Garden. The B a rge  O ffice  got

its name from  the fact that there had been In the vicinity from  Colonial tim es

to the C iv il W a r a landing p lace fo r ba rges  plying to and from  G overn o r 's  
17

Island. The building then existing under that name, near the Staten Island

fe rry , was a granite structure with a  corrugated Iron annex, com pleted in

1885 for the use o f the Custom s Serv ice . It was intended as a  central land*

ing p lace fo r steam ship cabin passengers and their baggage, to sim plify

custom s inspection. The plan had not worked, as both passengers and steam -
18

ship com panies had objected strenuously. In 1890 the building, which was
19

a  T rea su ry  Departm ent facility, was lying la rg e ly  idle.

The quarters at the B a rg e  O ffice w ere  cram ped, and im m igration was

on an upward curve and heavily concentrated at N ew  York. In the two and

on e-h a lf months rem aining in the fisca l year 1890, there w ere  landed and
20

examined at this tem porary  station 118, 819 im m igrants. In the following

fu ll year 405, 664 im m igrant aliens w ere  rece ived  there, o f a  national total
21

o f 516,253, o r  approxim ately 80 percent. The Secretary  put a  good face  

on the situation, reporting that though the p lace  was "not entirely satisfactory , *' 

his expectation that "the Departm ent could adm inister the se rv ice  with greater
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economy and efficiency through agencies under its own control1* had been 
22

fully realised.

The Department had no staff of its own ready and trained to take over

this sudden and serious responsibility. The organisation at the Barge Office

was made up largely of former Castle Garden employees, under the general

direction of a superintendent subject to the control of the Collector of the 
23

Port. Many former State immigrant examiners, or "registry clerks"
24

as they were long called, served later at Ellis Island. There was at

first no bureau in Washington charged with responsibility for immigration

matters. The special "Report on Immigration" in the Secretary's annual

report for 1890 was signed by one J. W. Thomson, whose title was "Chief
25

of Miscellaneous Division." For the time being, the port of New York

was the only one at which immigration was handled directly by the Depart*

ment, existing contracts with State authorities at the ports of Portland,

Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Key West, New Orleans, Galveston and
26

San Francisco remaining In force.

A ll this was changed beginning with the passage of the first compre

hensive immigration law in the spring of 1891. This act laid a permanent 

foundation for national control of immigration. It placed immigration wholly 

under Federal authority. It set up a practical method of enforcement of 

exclusion regulations by compelling steamship companies to carry back to 

Europe all passengers rejected by United States inspectors. It contained the 

first effective provision for deporting undesirable aliens; those who entered
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illegally, or who became public chargee from causes existing prior to land* 

mg, might be expelled within one year. It added to the exclusion categories 

polygamists and "persons suffering from a loathsome or dangerous contagious 

disease," and broadened the contract labor law to exclude immigrants en

couraged by employers' advertisements, making such solicitation in itself 
27

illegal.

The act created the office of Superintendent of Immigration in the

Treasury Department. The Superintendent was required to report annually

to the Secretary on the work of his office. In accordance with the provisions

of the act, the Bureau of Immigration was established in the Department on 
28

July 12, 1891. At the port of New York there was set up the office of

Commissioner of Immigration, and Colonel John B. Weber, a Buffalo business -
29

man, was the first appointee.

The Secretary's report for 1891 stated that "The new and commodious 

Immigrant Station on Ellis Island, in New York harbor, Is practically 

completed, and the business of receiving and inspecting immigrants will be 

transferred thither from the Barge Office as soon as certain details are 

arranged."  There would be a regular ferry maintained between Ellis Island 

and the Barge Office, and the annex forming part of the latter was to be used 

as a final landing place for those immigrants going to New York and nearby 

points. Officials at New York were obviously close to desperation in their 

limited quarters and with their overwhelming responsibilities, and looked 

forward eagerly to the move. "The new receiving station, " it was affirmed.



Figure 4.

Buildings of the first immigration station at Ellis Island in 
1896. These buildings were all burned in the following year 
Annual Report of the Commissioner «General of Immigration 
1896.
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'besides adding vastly to the comfort, convenience, and sanitary well-being

of the arriving immigrants, will enable the inspection officers to perform
30

their duties much more thoroughly, effectively, and expeditiously. "

The . llis Island station

Not long before Ellis Island was opened for business as an immigration 

station, an enthusiastic writer described the new plant in admiring detail in 

Harper’s Weekly:

. . . .  It la . ..  apparent that in reaching the conclusion to build 
a proper depot, the Federal government does not appear to 
be overestimating its needs so much as to be putting to shame 
the neglectful State officials who previously mismanaged the 
business. The determination to build and the work of construct
ion followed one another closely, after the immigrants had 
been forced to land at the inadequate Barge Office. Ellis 
Island, one of the very smallest dots of land that rises above 
the waters of the Upper Bay, was chosen.. . .  The Island was 
only two and a quarter acres in extent, and was long used 
as the naval magazine. A government architect drew the 
plans for the new Castle Carden, or immigrant receiving-  
station, as it should be called, and Major George B. Hibbard 
superintended the work upon the new building and grounds.
Sheridan It Byrne are the contractors. By necessity the 
island has been about doubled in size.

For a long time the great new building has been one 
of the sights for those who enjoy the Battery Park and 
those who cross the North River on the ferry-boats. It 
looks like a latter-day watering place hotel, presenting 
to the view a great many-windowed expanse of buff-painted 
wooden walls, of blue-slate roofing, and of light and picturesque 
towers. It is 400 feet long, two stories high, and 150 feet wide, 
and, with its adjuncts, will cost about $200, 000. It is devised 
to permit of the handling of at least 10,000 immigrants in a day, 
and the first story, which is 13 feet in height, is sufficiently 
capacious for the storage and handling of the baggage of 
12, 000 newcomers.

Steerage passengers were to be landed in barges at Ellis Island, Harper's

continued, and to ascend to the second story, by a double staircase, for
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medical inspection and interrogation. Some would be separated and detained

for further physical examination.

. . . .  The others will continue on and into the great second- 
story room, to be separated into ten lines and to march 
through that number of aisles between the desks of the so- 
called "pedigree clerks. " who will cross-examine them as 
the law requires. Beyond the aisles and the desks of the 
questioning inspectors they will find two great pens or 
enclosures, one 58 feet wide and 144 feet long, and the 
other 72 x 110 feet* Into one will go those whose destinat
ion is New York city or its suburbs; into the other will be 
put the greater number who are about to begin another 
journey to distant States and Territories.. . .

On this second floor, conveniently arranged, are 
spaces for the railroad ticket-sellers, the clerks of the 
information bureau, for the telegraph and brokers' counters, 
and the lunch stand. Colonel John B. Weber, the Commissioner 
of Emigration, will have his office In one corner on that floor, 
and General O'Beirno, the Assistant Commissioner, will 
occupy a similar office in another corner.. *.

On the grounds, Harper's reported, either finished or under construction,

there were hospital buildings, bath house, power house, kitchen and restaurant,
31

and doctors' quarters.

The Ellis Island Immigration Station was formally opened on January 1,

1892. The cost of the plant up to that time was about $500, 000. In addition

to the new construction, which was wholly of wood, there was then and later

some remodeling of the brick and stone buildings of old Fort Gibson, as well

as of the heavy stone and concrete structures formerly used for the storage
32

of explosives by the Navy. The magazines were converted into vaults for 

the storage of immigration records. The other old buildings were used for 

various purposes. Some of them, enlarged and extended, formed part of an
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extensive two-story dormitory for detained Immigrant«. The hospital build»

ings, which were new, were built with sheltered verandas, arranged in a 
33

quadrangle.

A  medical officer who served at Ellis Island during this period recalled

that the main building was closer to the water than the present structure,

“In fact directly alongside the ferry slip .H Its functional arrangement was

closely similar to that of the later main building, but it “was built largely

of Georgia pine“ and the interior was finished in the natural wood. The

greater part of the second story was open to the roof. The floor was of

Georgia pine and effort was made to keep it looking like the wooden deck

of a ship. Numerous tall windows running to the eaves let in abundant light

and sunshine. "On the whole, “ he said, “the former building at Ellis Island
34

impressed the visitor with its cleanliness, light and airiness. “

To some degree, perhaps, this cleanliness was made possible by the 

falling off of immigration. The tide was still rising when the new station 

opened for business. Fiscal year 1892 saw 445,987 immigrants admitted 

through the port of New York. Germany, Ireland, England, Sweden and 

Norway, the leading emigration nations of the recent past, were still send

ing considerable numbers of their sons and daughters to America, but Italy,
35

Russia, Poland, Hungary and Austria were sending more. The change 

from the “old Immigration" of northern and western Europe to the “new 

immigration“ from southern and eastern Europe, about which nativists then 

and later were greatly concerned, was taking place.
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Beginning with the latter half o f the calendar year, im m igration both

old and new dropped off sharp ly. In August there was a  cholera sc a re  and

a  strict quarantine was established in the Atlantic ports. M any steam ship
36

companies thereupon refu sed  to em bark im m igrants. In 1893 there was a

panic followed by years o f nation-wide depression . Im m igration figu res

went down accordingly , reaching a  low  point in 1898 of 229,299, o f which
37

New  Y o rk ’s share  was only 178,748.

The firs t  im m igration station on E llis  Island w as a  v e ry  busy p lace,

but it was not tested to its fu ll capacity fo r protracted periods as was the

later station. When it was destroyed by f ir e  and plans w e re  made to rebuild

it, calculations w ere  based on the experience o f the past rather than on

im aginative projection of future needs. The port o f New  York  had never been

called  upon to rece ive  as many as 500,000 im m igrants in a  year, and in  the

late 1890’s Im m igration o ffic ia ls  thought that the trans-A tlantic  movement

o f population had passed  its crest. The new station, put into operation during

an upward swing o f the business cycle and a  rap id  expansion o f the national

economy, with an unprecedented r is e  in im m igration as a natural resu lt, was

alm ost at once taxed to Its physical lim its and often beyond them.

G ro ver C leveland succeeded Benjam in H arrison  as P residen t in 1893

and, naturally, there was a  new Com m issioner o f Im m igration at the port o f

N ew  York. He was D r . Joseph H. Senner, a  highly educated gentleman of

A ustrian  G erm an  background, who had been on the editorial staffs o f som e
38

of the leading G erm an  language newspapers in the United States. His
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appointment was c losely  scrutinised and his adm inistration o f E llis  Island

was c rit ica lly  viewed early  in his tenure by the Senate Committee on Im -  
39

m igration. Some o f the New  York  p re ss  rid icu led  his accent and attacked

his adm inistration vigorously . He was evidently a man of ability and integrity.
40

however, intent on im proving the se rv ice  at E llis  Island.

Just be fo re  D r . Senner's  appointment a  new im m igration law  had been  

passed . The act of 1893 was an adm inistrative m easure  intended to facilitate  

the enforcement o f the general legislation  passed  two year® before . For the 

adm inistration o f the E llis  Island station, its m ost important feature was the 

requirem ent that shipowners p repare  m anifests on incoming passen gers to 

aid the Im m igration inspectors in their work. These m anifests w e re  o f a  

p resc ribed  fo rm  and ca rr ied  much detailed information on individual im m i

grants. T h e ir  preparation involved an inspection p rocess  abroad, fo r  which 

the steam ship companies w ere  responsib le . Th is p re lim inary  screening

was intended to cut down the percentage of inadm issib le aliens rece ived  at
41

United States ports. t
The ships* m anifest no doubt did se rve  this purpose to som e extent 

in the years that followed, although the document was often c a re le ss ly  o r  

fraudulently prepared . Im m igrants constituted a profitable  se lf-load ing  

cargo  and shipowners tended to count on m a s » movement fo r their profit, 

taking chances on rejections. The m anifest becam e the basic  reco rd  on 

the individual im m igrant. Copies o f sh ips ' m anifests accumulated at E llis  

Island in enormous num bers and becam e invaluable re ferences in cases
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involving naturalisation and deportation.

Under the laws of 1891 and 1893, which provided the basic procedure 

for a generation, the admissibility of an alien on arrival was determined 

by a medical examination, an interrogation of each passenger by an immi

gration officer armed with a copy of the manifest sheet bearing his name, 

and the consideration of any information furnished by the medical examiner. 

The passenger was to be admitted to the United States forthwith if he was, 

in the opinion of the inspector, "clearly and beyond doubt entitled to land. "

If not, the law required that he be held for investigation by a board of special 

inquiry, composed of four (later three) qualified and designated officials.

The adverse decision of this board formally excluded the immigrant, but 

appeal was allowed from its judgment through prescribed channels to the 

Secretary of the Treasury (later to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor,

still later to the Secretary of Labor). The Secretary's decision was to be
42

final.

A  sympathetic account of the ordeal of the Immigrant appeared in 

Harper's Weekly not long after this full procedure came Into effect:

The hospitality of our land is given freely to all who 
deserve it; but Uncle Sam has drawn wisdom from experience, 
and In these latter days has come to demand at least a show 
of evidence that it will be rightly employed. For the saloon 
passenger our doors still swing wide open. He may come 
and go freely, save for the inquisitive custom-house examiner 
and the boisterous and importunate dock cabman. But the 
voyager in the steerage finds his course strewn thick with 
obstacles. For him the New World speedily becomes a 
mighty interrogation point. Failure to answer properly 
any one of a score of questions, asked him perhaps half
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a score  o f tim es and by as many different men, fa ilu re  even 
to a llay  suspicion by his m anner, though his words a re  sat*  
isfactory, m ay cost him vexatious delay, o r  the sham e and 
bitterness o f a  w recked ambition.

His tr ia ls  presum ably  begin when he seeks to buy his 
passage  ticket; fo r  in these days the steam ship companies 
a re  m ade responsib le  fo r the people they bring to us, and 
m ay be subjected to a  fine of $20 fo r each unwelcome v isitor, 
along with the necessity of taking him home again. No  sooner 
does the im m igrant get on board  ship than he is  passed  in  
procession  before  a  physician, fluid i f  he locks i l l  he is  put 
ashore. During the voyage he is put through his catechism  
once m ore. Nineteen questions a re  asked him  concerning 
his nationality, age, health, trade, resou rces , and prospects  
In the New  W orld , and these answ ers must be sw orn  to. Then  
he is d rilled  in the proper method o f conducting h im self be fore  
the examining o fficer in New York, and a tag is given him to be 
worn conspicuously upon that occasion, the purpose being to 
indicate c le a r ly  upon what particu lar sheet his answ ers a re  
recorded .

The steam er itse lf had to pass a quarantine inspection. H arper*s noted, to 

make su re  that no contagious d isease  was ram pant aboard. Oh its a rr iv a l  

at the p ie r the steerage  passengers w ere  separated and sent to E llis  Island.

It is a  strange, a  stirring , and an instructive spectacle  
which is thus presented alm ost every  day in the year upon the 
great a iry  second floor o f the E llis  Island bu ild in g .. . .

P resen tly  there is a  stir. A waiting figu re  stands be fo re  
the little desk at the end of each lane; every booth is tenanted; 
in terpreters m ass them selves; and there is the distant clatter 
o f many feet, a® the im m igrants crow d open-mouthed and b e 
w ildered through the further doorway. For a moment a ll is 
confusion; the care fu lly  ticketed groups a re  broken, as friends  
find them selves separated, or parents see their little  ones 
stupidly assigned to another batch. A t length they com e down 
their p roper lanes in single  file , their queer baggage bumping 
against the ra ils  and playing havoc with those in the re a r . They  
c le a r ly  have sm all notion o f what is to follow . Som e look frightened  
when halted at the desks, som e angry, and som e stolid, with the
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indifference o l stupidity. M any a re  nervously defiant; now 
and again a  wom an's laugh sounds perilou sly  akin to hysteria.

I f  their answ ers a g ree  with those recorded  on shipboard  
they a re  passed  on. If  there is  any discrepancy o r any dubious* 
ness o f m anner, the suspect Is pounced upon by waiting o ffic ia ls , 
questioned c losely , and either sent upon his way, o r pushed in *  
to the cage to await investigation by the established board  below.

But having passed  the desks, the im m igrant's w o rr ie s  a re  
not over. The contract-labor inspector is there to halt such  
as look to him  suspicious, and ju st now the bulk o f the im m igrants  
returned a re  o f  that c la ss . And other agents stop and jo stle  them  
at every  point to lea rn  their destinations and with w ell-m ean ing  
i f  irritating sea l to set them right and save them from  the hover
ing sw arm s o f sharpers on shore. 43

M any im provem ents w ere  made in the physical plant at E llis  Island during

the few  years that the station was In operation, and D r. Benner  fo rw arded  to

his superiors a  number o f recom m endations, not then acted upon, fo r the
44

betterment o f the se rv ice . But the days o f the firs t  im m igration station,

like those o f D r . Senner's tenure o f office, w ere  numbered. On June 14,1897,

shortly a lter midnight, f ir e  broke out "and In one hour's tim e sca rce ly  a  vestige
45

was left o f these pine buildings. "

The plant, it was reported, had been completed only the day be fore , with  

the fu lfilling o f the last outstanding contract, one for laying cables to New  York  

fo r  telegraph and telephone communication by way o f G overn o r 's  Island. W hile  

the f ir e  was d iscovered alm ost at once, 'a l l  efforts to extinguish it w ere  un

availing. "  It was o f m ysterious orig in , and h la ter investigation fa iled  to trace  

its cause. T here  w ere  a  good many im m igrants on the Island at the tim e, som e  

in the hospital and others in the dorm itory. The m edical sta ff and the night 

guard  fo rce  acted prom ptly and they w ere  a ll evacuated sa fe ly  to New  York  by
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ferry. The sick were transferred to Bellevue Hospital before sunrise.

In some ways the destruction of the station was a relief to its admin

istrator. While he did not include the language in his official report, 

Commissioner Senner spoke freely to a New York Tribune reporter after 

the fire. "Ever since I have been in office,"  he said, "the fear of some

thing like this fire has haunted me, and now that it has come and no lives 

were lost I am glad of it. A  row of unsightly, ramshackle tinderboxes has

been removed, and when the Government rebuilds it will be forced to put up
4?

docent fireproof structures."

The wooden buildings could be, and eventually were, replaced with 

structures of more permanent and fireproof type, but the loss of records 

was irreplaceable. The immigration records of Castle Carden, from 1855 

to 1890, had been turned over to the EUls Island authorities only the year

before and had been placed in the old Navy powder magazines for safekeep-
48

ing. The Intense heat of the Are cracked and crumbled these heavy vaults

and all the priceless State records on immigration, together with most of
49

those since accumulated at the Island, were destroyed.

Back to the Barge Office

The Barge Office was at once put into use again for the reception of 

immigrants. The agents of the steamship lines offered the use of their piers 

for immigrant inspection. Several ships with large numbers of steerage 

passengers arrived the day following the fire, but inspection was carried 

out on that and succeeding days "with the same scrutinising care employed
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on the island. " The Customs Service vacated the annex of the Barge Office

and it was immediately set aside for the use of detained immigrants. As

this space was wholly inadequate* two large houses on State Street, facing

the Battery, were leased and fitted up for detention quarters and hospital 
50

purposes.

This emergency arrangement was soon modified. An old passenger

steamer, the Narragansett, was chartered and fitted up for detention quarters.

It was tied up at EUis Island, landing and inspection of immigrants took place

at the Barge Office, which also housed the administrative offices, and detainees

were ferried over to the Narragansett as fast as they accumulated. The steamer

furnished sleeping accommodations for 800, as well as quarters for a matron,
51

physician and necessary attendants. The sick were farmed out to local
52

hospitals under contract. Operations in the "very inconvenient and cramped

accommodations of the old Barge Office,M with a necessarily reduced staff,

were reported in the following year as progressing "uninterruptedly and 
53

satisfactorily."

In spite of this cheerful official note, trouble was brewing at the Barge 

Office. The return to the Battery removed whatever protection to the im

migrant the isolated position of EUis Island had afforded. The arrival of 

steerage passengers took place In "the old Castle Carden environment."

Dr. rentier had been replaced as Commissioner of Immigration for the 

port of New York, soon after the fire, by Thomas Fitchie. Fitchie was a 

prominent New York Republican politician who had actively supported 

William McKinley in his successful campaign for the presidency. His 

assistant was Edward F. McSweeney, who had served Dr. Senner in the
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same capacity. Fitchie was generally regarded as a man of high character,

but was getting on in years and seems to have lacked executive force. In this

situation McSweeney became the active directing power at the Immigration
54

station under the very difficult prevailing conditions.

The new head of the Bureau of Immigration was Terence V. Powderly,

former chief of the Knights of Labor and still influential in labor circles.

Powderly, too, had assisted McKinley in the campaign of 1896. Ail three

men-«Powderly, Fitchie and McSweeney—were active politicians while in

office. It was not long before friction, not uncommon in the relationship

between the head of a Washington bureau and a principal eubordinate in the

Held, developed into a serious feud. This split the force at the Barge Office

into factions, one loyal to the Commissioner, another currying favor with

the Commissioner-General (this title had now replaced that of Superintendent
55

of Immigration), and another waiting to see which way to jump.

One particular point of friction between Powderly and McSweeney 

concerned the contract tabor inspectors. The contract labor law had been passed 

at the behest of the Knights of Labor, who believed that foreign labor was im

ported in large numbers under contract to break strikes and hold down wages. 

Actually, big industrialists and mine owners did not have to bother making 

such contracts. They hired their unskilled foreign labor from agencies in 

New York and elsewhere in the United States, though small numbers of

highly skilled craftsmen were Imported under contract from time to time
56

both before and after the law was passed. But It was an article of faith
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with the Knight« ol Labor and the later American Federation of Labor that 

foreign contract labor w m  a serious threat. The terms of the contract

labor legislation were tightened again and again by an obliging Congress to keep
57

out this type of competition.

To enforce this legislation» contract labor inspectors were appointed

to work with the State immigration authorities. When the Federal Government

assumed responsibility for immigrant reception they were continued as a

separate class of inspectors. Under Powderiy’s administration of the Bureau

of Immigration they were increased in numbers. Their attitude toward their
56

immediate superiors was independent» sometimes insubordinate. Some

of them were corrupt. Fltchie and McSweeney sought to get rid of them as

a class« by combining the registry clerks and the contract labor inspectors

in a single class as "immigration inspectors. " This reform eventually took
59

place, but Powderly resisted it bitterly.

Ur. Senner had not been entirely happy with the quality of his staff at 

Ellis Island, and had In vain urged that the Immigration Service be placed 

under civil service regulations. At the Barge Office, where the waterfront 

harpies swarmed, temptations and opportunities for graft were abundant.

It was not long before there were charges of brutality and corruption. Press 

attacks were redoubled, culminating in a serious scandal involving the im

proper landing of an immigrant in 1899. The facts presented to the Com

missioner-General justified him, he felt, in a full-scale investigation of 

the Barge Office. Extensive hearings were held in New York in the following
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year and a report was submitted to the Department in June* implicating

a number of officials in the New York office. Eleven of them, mostly of
61

subordinate grades, were dismissed from the service.

There was no thorough house cleaning at the Barge Office, however, 

and the sorry mess was carried over, still stewing, to the rebuilt immi

gration station at Ellis Island. Immigration was reviving and the Barge 

Office was, aside from its other troubles, overwhelmed with business. 

The Commissioner-General’s report for the fiscal year expressed the 

hope "that before the close o f the calendar year 1900, the contractors 

will have completed the new buildings and turned them over for the

occupancy of the Immigration force at the barge office, thus relieving
62

a tension that had become almost unendurable. "

60
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CHAPTER HI

High Tide

The New Station on Ellis Island

At last the new station on Ellis Island« on which work had been pushed as 
1

rapidly as possible, was ready for occupancy, if not entirely completed. 

Commissioner Fitchie and his staff moved in with little ceremony and, on 

December 17« 1900, received for inspection the first shipload of immigrants.

It consisted of 654 Italians from the steerage of the Kaiser Wilhelm n. Other

steerage passengers came in during the day from the Victoria, the Vincenso
2

Florio and the Umbria, making a total of 2,251,

The new group of buildings had been authorised in little over a month 
3

after the fire. It was the first important Government architecture to be

designed by private architects under award following competition, in

accordance with the recent Tarsney Act providing such procedure. The

New York firm of Boring and Tilton won the contract, awarded in 1898, in
4

a competition entered by a number of eminent firms.

The problem to be solved, as called for by the Government's program, 

lay in planning a fireproof structure which would keep immigrants free from 

all outside interference until discharged, while affording means for relatives 

and friends to communicate with them at the proper time. Suitable facilities 

were also needed for the officials of the Immigration Bureau in the discharge 

of their duties. The new station must be adapted to the shelter and despatching
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!,P ian  of U. S. Immigration Station E llis  Island N. Y. Harbor. " 
Annual Report of the Supervising Architect» 1898.
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of several thousand immigrants, together with the countless relatives and

friends who would flock to the Island with the arrival of each new shipload.

'This meant, H explained Harper's Weekly when the award was first 

made, "immense waiting rooms, men's and women's dormitories accom

modating a possible total of fifteen hundred sleepers, a restaurant capable 

of supplying food to thousands, a hospital equipped for the treatment of any 

disease or emergency, docks and wharves with Immediate transportation 

facilities for passengers and baggage to all points on this continent, a special 

post-office, custom-house, and telegraph station, with numberless admin

istration offices, courts of inquiry, witness-rooms, detention pens, quarters 

for physicians, missionaries, employment and information bureaus, and 

sundry charitable enterprises, besides baths, lavatories, laundries, and

abundant toilet facilities, and all the other needs of this greatest of
6

caravanseries perched on an island of diminutive size. "

While it was to be assumed that all these practical purposes would 

have been met by a Government architect "selected according to the plan 

of political expediency," Harper's asserted that "old Ellis Island and the 

harbor of New York would probably have suffered in consequence. " The 

chief merit of the plan presented by Boring and Tilton was that "the little 

Island, as such, is to be allowed to retain some of the green space, while 

the buildings are to be so placed that, unlike the former immigration station, 

they will show to best advantage to ships approaching them from the Narrows,

and to those who pass to and fro between the island and the city of New York."

5

7
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The m ain building o f the group was in the center o f the Island* approx i

m ately bn  the site of the o ld  wooden one. It was 385 feet long* 165 feet wide  

and 62 feet high, with four corner towers reaching to a  height of 100 feet. 

T h ere  w e re  m assive  t r ip le -a rc h  entrances on the east and west sides, the

arches reaching w e ll into the second story. The m ateria l was b rick  la id  in
8

F lem ish  bond, with lim estone trim .

The la rgest room  in the building was the re g is try  room , o r  examination

hall, on the second floo r, 200 feet long, 100 feet w ide and 56 feet high. M ost

o f its floo r space was divided into twelve narrow  a lleys by iron  ra ilin gs ,

Down these passages the im m igrants m arched in the examination p rocess ,

a fter having landed from  ba rges , entered and c lim bed the sta irs . H ere  both

m edical and le ga l examinations to determ ine their right to enter took place.

It w as calculated that 5,000 Im m igrants could be examined here with ease  in
9

a  day, and many m ore in an em ergency.

Surrounding this room  at the third floor leve l was an observation ga lle ry  

w here v is ito rs  could watch the inspectors at work. D orm itories opened off 

the ga lle ry , there being two such apartments capable o f accom m odating 600 

s leep ers . Iron  stairw ays led  from  these quarters to the roo f at either end

of the building. These a re a s , on top o f the w ings which were only two stories
10

in height* w e re  called  "ro o f gardens. "

On the second floo r, in addition to the reg is try  room , w ere  telegraph  

and ra ilro a d  o ffices, court room s fo r the "B o a rd  o f Special Inqu iry" which  

determ ined the d isposa l o f doubtful eases, and a dorm itory  fo r the unfortunates
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"The Immigrant Station on Fills Island* New York Harbor. " 
Architectural Record* December 1902.
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excluded by the Board. The Commissioner's office and other administrative

offices were on the first floor. There also were the baggage room and the

large railroad room where immigrants awaited transportation to distant 
11

points.

North of the main building were a large restaurant and laundry building,

with a bathhouse capable of bathing 8,000 in a day under showers, and a power

house. On a separate new island across the ferry slip from the main building

was the hospital. At the time the new station was opened it was estimated

that more than $1, 000, 000 had been spent in its construction and an additional
12

appropriation was necessary to complete it.

After the station had been in operation for some time and most of its 

elements had been completed, the Architectural Record bestowed its professional 

approval. The problem here, as the Record saw it, had been to meet the require

ments of "both a hospice and a hospital, " and also essentially that of a railroad 

station, the requirement of landing, collecting and distributing great and 

sudden crowds with a minimum of confusion and delay. This last requirement 

the designer had met successfully, having provided for a continuous human

flow that had already handled more than 6,500 arriving immigrants in one 
13

day.

The Record believed that "the general composition of the central build

ing, the distribution of its masses and the treatment of them, " were "thorough

ly admirable. " The character of the detail aroused less enthusiasm; It was 

"scarcely worthy of the real nobility of the general composition." Molding
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could have been used to good «fleet to soften the harshness of rectilinearity.

’•But these* “ the Record concluded* "are mere blemishes upon a capital 
14

piece of work."

TR Cleans House

Ellis Island in its new incarnation got oil to a bad start. The staff that

operated the station* being essentially the same group that had served at the

Barge Office* included a certain percentage of 'worthless and dishonest

characters." The employees of the various concessionaries, and the con»

cessionaires themselves* averaged higher in knavery. To Ellis Island were

also drawn, In spite ol its isolation, many ol the varied types of sharpers who

had preyed upon the immigrant since Castle Garden days. As a veteran

medical officer in immigrant inspection service observed in this connection

many years later, "wherever one finds ships he will find at least an attenuated

form of piracy...  and wherever one sees travelers he can find extortion and 
15

robbery."

Within the first year ol operation, petty racketeering had come to be

so openly practiced at Ellis Island that Commissioner Fltchie requested

an extra detail ol New York City policemen to help prevent aliens from
16

being robbed of their money and baggage. "Roughness, cursing* 

intimidation and a mild form of blackmail prevailed to such a degree 

as to be common*" stated a traveler and observer ol immigrant eon* 

dittoes; "the restaurant was a den ol thieves, in which the immigrant was 

robbed by the proprietor* whose employees stole from him and from the
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immigrant also. " As an experiment, fee changed a twenty-mark gold piece

at the exchange concession and was robbed of nearly 75 percent of his money.

Another scandal broke in the summer of 1901, involving frauds in the 

landing of immigrants direct from steamships, bypassing Ellis Island al

together. Fraudulent American citizens' certificates were supplied to the 

immigrants for a fee, which was split between ships' officers and immigration 

boarding Inspectors. It was believed that the practice had gone on for years

and that possibly 10, 000 immigrants had been landed in this way at an average 
18

fee of $5 a head.

Within the first month after he succeeded William McKinley as President 

of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt began moving to clean up the situation 

at Ellis Island. W riting to Nicholas Murray Butler on October 9, 1901, he 

noted that "As for Fitchie, there is a consensus of testimony to his utter in

efficiency, " and "Every really good man whom I have met who knows any

thing about that office has agreed in believing McSweeney to be corrupt."

His own friends had been united in telling him that Powderly was a good man, 

but some question had come up about him, too. Roosevelt had already determined 

to replace Fitchie, and probably to make a clean sweep of the Immigration 

Bureau. He asked Butler for suggestions for possible successors to all three

men, adding, "I am more anxious to get this office straight than almost any 
19

other."

This was not easy. A ll three men had powerful backing and McSweeney, 

in particular, whom Roosevelt saw as the prime villain, was strongly entrenched 

in New York, Connecticut and Massachusetts politics, and had friends among 

the steamship companies and the missionaries. Fitchie*s term of office

17
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conveniently expired and the removal of Powderly was made easy by replacing

him with another respected labor man, Frank P. Sargent, chief of one of the

railroad brotherhoods. In spite of loud protests from high sources in the
20

Republican party, Roosevelt also dismissed McSweeney.

For Commissioner of Immigration at New York, the President appointed

'William W illiams, a young lawyer of good standing, with some experience in
21

Government service and a commendable record in the recent war with Spain. 

Joseph E. Murray, an old friend of Roosevelt's with some knowledge of im

migration problems, became his assistant. Will lain a, as Commissioner, 

was the actual as well as the nominal chief of Ellis Island and "a place which

had been a political snug harbor was swept, garnished, and set in running
22

order on a strict merit basis."

Sniping at W illiams soon began, as he antagonised Influential New York

Republicans by his award of contracts for money exchange, food and baggage

concessions. In the past these had gone to deserving Republicans who found

them highly profitable. Williams awarded them to firms which seemed to

offer the best service to immigrants. The steamship companies were also

concerned as their expenses under the new dispensation were Increased.

Roosevelt stood by his new naan, telling Governor Odell of New York that

"toe management of the Ellis Island business has been rotten in the past,
23

and Williams has got to make a thorough sweeping out."

Williams entered on duty April 28, 1902, so that his first annual 

report as Commissioner covered only two months of his own administration. 

Nevertheless, he had already uncovered a good bit of skullduggery and in-
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efficiency end had instituted a good many reforms. When he took office, he

rsported, he found conditions in the new plant far from the ideal predicted
24

by his predecessor.

Among former abuses was the practice of detailing unqualified persons 

to inspect immigrants, the inspectors signing blank detention cards and hand

ing them to interpreters or even laborers, who made the actual inspections. 

The chief inspector was in the habit of arbitrarily marking 'Hold1* against 

the names of selected immigrants on the ships* manifests, thus having them 

brought to him for inspection. Most of those so marked were shown to have

had fair amounts of money and many very large amounts. W illiams pointed
25

out drily that these were ’’points not without interest."

Boards of special inquiry, he discovered, by statute independent tribunals,

frequently rendered decisions directed by the executive office, including the

admission of many immigrants certified by the medical staff as incapacitated.

Some officials themselves examined detained immigrants and discharged

them or put them back in detention, bypassing the boards of inquiry. ’’The

resulting power of blackmail, ” the Commissioner observed, "will be readily 
26

seen. '*

The information bureau often did not receive results of hsaringa until 

24 hours after decisions. Meanwhile# of course, the friends of the detained 

immigrants and the immigrants themselves were kept in unnecessary suspense. 

Deportation papers were made out clumsily and at an enormous waste of time.

Many other instances of abuses or lack of system had already been reported
27

in Williams's letters to the Secretary.
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The general treatment accorded immigrants before the change in 

administration "was not calculated to make upon them a favorable Impression 

at the time of their first contact with the institutions of this country, " Williams 

reported. They were hustled about and addressed in rough language. The de

tained quarters were formerly called "pens" and were in filthy condition. He 

mentioned particularly the dining room, "the floor of which was allowed by 

the former privilege holder to remain covered with grease, bones, and other 

remnants of food for days at a time." He himself saw, in the first days of

his administration, that immigrants were fed without knives, forks or spoons.
28

The same bowls were used over and over without washing.

At the food stands "an employee of the privilege holder wore a cap with 

a gilt eagle and compelled immigrants to buy bags of food, in some cases 

even where they were bound for New York." The prices were in many cases 

exorbitant. In the kitchen immigrants were frequently compelled to perform 

service. A  sick immigrant was found peeling potatoes. "The influence 

exerted here by the former holder of the feeding privilege in the face of 

such facts, " Williams professed to believe, "is incomprehensible. " The 

former Commissioner, he said, could have had his contract cancelled im

mediately by reporting the conditions to the Secretary. The new concessionaire,

he affirmed, fed the immigrants in an orderly, decent manner with wholesome
29

food, though his charge for meals was lower than formerly by 15 percent.

While the administration of the office was still in a state of transition, 

many evil practices had been abolished or would be soon. Primary inspection 

of the immigrant was being made "more conscientious." Detained immigrants
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could no longer be discharged except by specified inspectors and a ll data on 

detention cards must be in ink, to prevent a lterations. E very effort was under 

way to reduce detention tim e at E llis  Island. A notice had been posted re q u ir

ing that a ll im m igrants be treated  with "kindness and consideration, ** and 

severe  penalties w ere imposed for violations. A ll concession contractors

had been replaced by new ones and these w ere under notice that th eir contracts
30

would be rescinded if  they did not p erform  honestly.

R ailroad companies had fo rm erly  issued passes ’to a dem oralising

extent” and in the names of o ffic ia ls . No passes w ere now requested. No

favors w ere to be accepted from  transportation companies, whose Interests

"obviously demand lib e ra l im m igration laws and a lib e ra l execution of the

sam e. " Some o f the steam ship companies had been bringing in cases of

favua and trachom a, contagion® diseases easily  detected. This had been

taken up with the companies "in v e ry  plain language" and some improvement

had resu lted . Violations of the law requiring that a ll aliens appear on ships’

manifest# had bees constant. F a ir warning followed by fines had, W illiam s
31

believed, la rg e ly  cleared  up this practice.

The W illiam s regim e won enthusiastic approval from  L e s lie ’s Weekly 

only a  few months a fter it had begun. A ll record s fo r im m igration had been 

broken in the fisca l year ending June 30, 1902, but in spite o f this rising  

tide at E llis Island "the aliens a re  sow treated  in the main quite as  consid

e ra te ly  as would be crowds of like e lse  and character in the heart of the 

c ity ." T here had been advantage taken of them  in the past and they had bean 

"misused and fleeced by dishonest employees of the bureau, ” but the new 

com m issioner, M r. W illiam  W illiam s, L e s lie ’  ̂ said, was "a thorough,
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resourceful, and hard-working executive,M who, with hie aide associates,

was doing Me best to make the conduct of affairs "more honest, efficient,
32

and humane.B

This high praise, by itself, might be thought a mere reflection of what

we would today call a public relations handout. But there is plenty of other

evidence to the same end. There is no doubt of the almost revolutionary

character of the changes that Williams brought about with the vigorous support

of the President. Jacob Riis, an immigrant of the Castle Garden days, an

old friend of Roosevelt's and intimately associated with him during his term as

police commissioner of New York City, visited Ellis Island a few months later.

He saw and approved the new regime In action, but also noted that the "law of

kindness*' now ruling on the Island was sometimes put to a severe strain. Not

one in a thousand landing at Ellis Island needed harsh treatment, he believed,

but rather advice and help. This did not prevent the thousandth case from

receiving its full due. Riis says that he saw Williams himself "soak" a

Flemish peasant twice Ms sice for beating and abusing a child. The man

turned and towered over the Commissioner, "but the ordinarily quiet little

man presented so suddenly a fierce and warlike aspect that, though neither

understood a word of what the other said, the case was made clear to the
33

brute on the instant, and he slunk away. "
34

Williams resigned early in 1905 to return to his neglected law practice.

He was succeeded by Robert Watchorn, a career Immigration Service official
35

also hand picked by Roosevelt. Watchorn carried on the Williams tradition 

for a four-year term and then Williams returned to Ellis Island, at the earnest



Figure 7.

’’The Registry Desk, Ellis Island. " Immigrants under 
interrogation by an Immigration inspector In 1903. 
Century Magasine, March 1903.
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request of President W illiam H. Taft. He served again as Commissioner of
36

Immigration until the year before the outbreak of World War I. Williams

was succeeded by his trained assistant, Byron H. Uhl, who served for a
37

year as Acting Commissioner. During the great period of Ellis Island 

as an immigrant receiving station it was, once the pattern of politics and 

corruption had been broken In 1902, probably run as efficiently and with as 

crutch consideration for the immigrant as its overwhelming problems and the 

frailty of human nature would permit.

Operations Under Pressure

W hat was it like to go through Ellis Island as an immigrant during that 

station's heyday from 1901 to 1914, when immigrant arrivals at the port of 

New York rose from juet under 400,000 the first year to over 1, 000,000 in 

1907 and later again approached that figure? Oscar Handlin presents a 

composite account in his sympathetic study of The Uprooted. While Handlin's 

thesis is the sorrow and frustration of the Immigrant, this account is 

objective enough:

Men, women, and children come off their floating homes.
They are arranged in lines cut off from each other by wooden 
barriers, and they begin wearily to tread an incomprehensible 
maze. Officials in uniform survey them, look at the already 
large collection of papers, peer at eyes, down throats, thump 
chests, make notes on cards, and affix  tags of various colors 
to the hesitant bodies that pass uneasily along before them.
Now and again one of the fellow travelers is separated out 
from the rest--to go who knows where.

After a while, and it can be a long, eventful while, there 
come questions. How can a simple man understand the language? 
The clever gentleman, smooth-shaven and freshly washed, 
conducts the interrogation, but speaks down only through the
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aid of an interpreter. (One knows the type, a fellow who 
gains the good graces of the authorities by trapping hie 
unfortunate countrymen.) One must answer cautiously, 
reveal not too much, lie if need be. Keep in mind; 
destination, funds on hand, relatives, work. These are 
trick y matters. The law says you must not have contracted 
for your job, also that you must not be likely to become a 
public charge. How can you demonstrate that you will not 
become a public charge ? It is said a show of money, say 
ten dollars, will do it. Bid caution.

There are the right words at last. Magically you are through.
Anyway, most are lucky and do get through. The handful 

of inspectors are too few to permit more than a perfunctory 
examination. They look for surface disabilities (trachoma, 
an infection of the eyelids, is one; favus, a skin disease, 
is another), for obvious deformities, and for signs of idiocy 
or insanity. On the hot, summer days which see the peak 
load, the impatient officials, starched collars melting under 
the heavy serge, now and then single one out for more than 
casual study, a case from the long rows that move stolidly 
before them. The rest get by. They escape to the free 
American air and leave behind the luckless who must still 
face medical boards of review, hearings, and appeals, per
haps soon to be sent back from whence they came or to spend 
more months in the confinement rooms at the station while 
distant powers thumb through the dossiers that pile up on 
Washington desks.

Broughton Brandenburg and hie wife went to Italy and back in steerage in 1903 to

gather material for magazine stories. They saw much brutality in the steerage

of a German ship carrying chiefly Italian immigrants, but the examination at

Ellis Island, though conducted at the end of a long day when the examiners

were tired, they found no great ordeal. "The more I saw of the inside of the

great system on the Island, M Brandenburg reported, the more I was struck

with its thoroughness and the kindly, efficient manner in which the law was 
39

enforced. ’* Brandenburg was an American and perhaps subconsciously 

defensive about Ellis Island because it was an American institution. Anyway,
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he had had a hard lime in the steerage and Ellis Island was, he knew, the 

last hurdle to home and comfort.

Other observers were not so charitable. Edward Steiner, himself 

an immigrant in the old Castle Carden days, later professor in an American 

college, made many trips back and forth in steerage gathering material for 

books. In 1905 he landed at Ellis Island with a mixed group of immigrants. 

Steiner did not minimise the bewilderment of his fellow travelers at the 

strange routine, nor the tragedy of separated families and the hopelessness 

of those destined for probable deportation. "Let no one believe that landing 

on the shores of 'The land of the free and the home of the brave' is a pleasant 

experience," he emphasized; "it is a hard, harsh fact, surrounded by the 

grinding machinery of the law, which sifts, picks, and chooses; admitting 

the fit and excluding the weak and helpless. " Nevertheless, Steiner be

lieved, "The hardships which attend the examination and deportation of

immigrants seem unavoidable, and would not be materially reduced If
40

any other method were devised."

Steiner reserved most of Ms hard words for the steamship companies

that brought the immigrants to Ellis Island. Many of them, he declared,

"still practice their ancient wrongs upon their most profitable passengers."

There should, he said, be an immediate demand made for the abolition of 
41

the steerage. Unfortunately, the steerage hung bo for a long time. When 

it did disappear, it was not for humanitarian reasons but in response to 

changing economic circumstances.

Paul Knaplund, an intelligent young Norwegian arriving at Ellis Island
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1» 1906, thought that "the newcomers were pushed around a good deal, M but

conceded that this might be 'perhaps an inevitable result of their being so

numerous and unfamiliar with the language of the officials. " He "had the

feeling that he was not being treated as a human being but as a commodity 
42

to be processed."

Stephen Graham, a British author arriving in steerage from Liver

pool In 1915» had the same dehumanized sensation. He thought that the 

inspection process illustrated "the mechanical obsession of the American 

people,M and commented that "this ranging and guiding and hurrying and 

sifting was like nothing so much as the screening of coal in a great breaker 

tower."  "It is not good," he observed, "to be like a hurrying, bumping,

wandering piece of coal being mechanically guided to the sacks of its type
43

and size, but such is the lot of the Immigrant at Ellis Island. "

What was it like to work at Ellis Island during this period, examining

the immigrants? Fortunately some thoughtful reminiscences are at hand.

Victor 5afford joined the medical staff at the old station in 1895 and stayed

on well Into the heyday of the new. Able, conscientious and experienced

in hospital administration, he had been called to the Immigration Service

when it was trying to make the medical examination something more than
44

the legal fiction it had been,

f afford, recalling Ellis Island many years later, could not help think

ing of Its color and action first. "Everybody finds a certain interest in 

watching a crowd," he noted. "At Ellis Island there is an added fascination 

of the kind that Is found in watching a circus procession plus a hustle and
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bustle lacking In the more deliberate circus parade. " In the peak years,

'’hour after hour, shipload after shipload, day after day, the stream of 

human beings with its kaleidoscopic variations was then hurried along 

through EUie Island by the equivalent of ’step lively* in every language 

of the earth. There were few old-time employees at Ellis Island who
45

could not tell an immigrant to 'hurry up* in at least a dozen languages. "

Many immigrants, at least in the earlier years, arrived at the station

sick or even dying. For instance, there was a heavy mortality from measles,

which was not eliminated until the Isolation hospital was completed, a decade

after the new station was opened. Until then measles patients, mostly children,
46

had to be transported across town to a city hospital under contract. "It

was not an uncommon event at that time, " Salford recalled, "to find steerage

passengers dead on the steamboats or barges on their arrival at the Island

because they were in such physical condition by reason of acute sickness or

otherwise when they were run off the ship osto the wharf that the exertion

incident to the transfer to the Island finished them.11 It took much effort to

persuade the ships' companies, in the absence of a regulation from Washing-
47

ton, to send their doctors with the steerage passengers to Ellis Island.

The system of medical Inspection at Ellis Island remained substantially 

unchanged for many years. The ships' manifests listing the names of the 

passengers, 30 to a sheet, were brought to the Island with the immigrants.

Each sheet had a letter or number designation and the names on it were numbered 

consecutively. Before leaving the ship each passenger was given a card bearing 

his name and the letter or number of the manifest sheet on which his name and
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description were to be found, as well as hie number on the sheet.

After the passengers left the barges and entered the main building they 

first passed before the medical officers, who turned aside for careful exam« 

ination all who presented any suggestion of abnormality, physical or mental. 

When this examination was completed, whether an hour, several hours, or 

days or weeks later, the medical staff turned the passenger back into the 

mill, with the results of the examination certified in writing "for the in

formation of the immigration officers. ” The medical officers did not 

themselves exclude an alien or take part in the legal determination of his

admissibility. Aside from its examination work, of course, the medical
48

staff cared for the sick and had charge of the Island's hospital.

Safford compares the medical examination of aliens at Ellis Island 

to the examination of an automobile for purchase. It is well to see both in 

motion as well as at rest. Defects, derangements and symptoms of disease 

were often recognizable by watching a person twenty-five feet away. The 

value of tids observation was not to see what was wrong, but to see quickly 

that something was wrong and put proper examination procedure in operation.

The "line inspection" was so arranged that the medical officer could 

scrutinize the immigrant as he approached, then as he came close at hand. 

Provision was made for close examination of hands, eyes and throat. The 

inspection process might seem to the spectator a rapid, hasty procedure, 

but no limit was placed on the time taken for the subsequent medical exam

ination of those detained. If an immigrant had just carried his baggage up

stairs, the condition of his heart could be judged; the carrying of luggage
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"The World's Greatest Clearing-House for Immigrants. " 
Examination of Immigrants in the great registry room 
in 1905. Leslie's Weekly, December 28» 1905.
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also made lameness more noticeable and revealed deformities and posture 

defects. By having the passenger hold an Identification card in his hand after 

it was stamped« defects of eyesight were disclosed, as he always looked at 

the card to see what had been done. Aliens were also required to make two

right angle turns, thus bringing both sides of the face into view, revealing
49

expressions indicating abnormal mental condition and other defects.

Most of the time Salford had to manage with insufficient help to do

the medical work as it should have been done. In the heavy seasons, spring

and autumn, he was obliged to recruit temporary medical officers through

his professional contacts in the locality. Help asked for well in advance was

likely to arrive after the rush was over. "For this reason, " he recalls,

"one spring at Ellis Island my associates and 1 were repeatedly on our feet
50

almost continuously for periods of thirty-six hours at a stretch. M

The system that ;>afford describes was still in use* with only a few 

variations, toward the close of the period. Dr. Alfred C. Reed, of the 

U. S. Public Health Service staff at Ellis Island, in 1913 described the 

work of the medical staff as it then operated. There were three sections 

into which the 25 medical officers were divided—the boarding division, the 

hospital and the line. The boarding division, based at the Barge Office in 

Battery Park, made the inspection of aliens in the first and second class 

cabins as the liners came up the bay from quarantine. The hospital division 

operated the two hospitals on Ellis Island, the general hospital on Island No. 2 

and the contagious disease hospital on Island No. 3. The line division made 

the inspection of the steerage passengers as they were brought to the Island
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in bargee from the leading piers. While the hospitals were well equipped

and now included such specialists as officers "specially trained in the

diagnosis and observation of mental disorders*" the line inspection was
51

still conducted in much the manner that S afford recalled.

When Edward Corel was Commissioner of Immigration at Ellis Island 

many years later* he spent much time reading the files on interesting cases 

and listening to the reminiscences of old-time staff members. One of his 

favox ite raconteurs was Frank Martocci, veteran interpreter.

"We went to work, of course," Martocci related of the days of peak 

immigration, "from the Barge Office at the Battery. From there the ferry

boat took most of the employees to Ellis Island at nine in the morning.

Hundreds of other people were always eagerly waiting and clamoring to get 

on the same boat. These were the friends and relatives of immigrants 

expected during the day, or already being detained at the Island. " This 

mixed crowd had to obtain passes from the steamship office and guards 

circulated among them at the Barge Office to make sure that only the proper 

people had passes. "Once at the Island," Martocci recalled, "we employees 

had to plunge immediately Into our work, for in those terrifically busy days
52

whole boat loads of immigrants were waiting to be inspected every morning."

Corel thought that the Inspection routine must have been different in 

those days. Martocci agreed emphatically. "1 can well remember, for at 

that time I was in the registry department, assigned to decide the eligibility 

of aliens to land. To make things run fairly smoothly in that mixed crowd 

of poor, bewildered immigrants, we would tag them with numbers correspond-



Figure 9.

Manifest sheet from the steamer Francesca arriving in 
New York from Patras, Greece, on April 19, 1907, with 
Greek and Turkish steerage passengers. Records of the 
Immigration and Naturalisation Service, National Archives.
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ing to numbers on their manifests, after they had been landed from the

barges and taken into the building. Here, in the main building, they were

lined up*-a motley crowd in colorful costumes, all ill at ease and wonder*

ing what was to happen to them. Doctors then put them through their medical

inspection, and whenever a case aroused suspicion, the alien was set aside

in a cage apart from the rest, for all the world like a segregated animal,

and his coat lapel or shirt marked with colored chalk, the color indicating

why he had been isolated. These methods, crude as they seem, had to be
53

used, because of the great numbers and the language difficulties. "

A ll the aliens who had run this gauntlet successfully passed down a 

long line and were grouped according to their manifest numbers, and the 

inspection continued. While the arrangement of the examination hall was 

changed more than once, Martoccl remembered that at one time there were 

twenty-two lines of inspection. "Every manifest held thirty names, but one 

inspector never got all thirty." Some had been detained by the doctors and 

others had been held back for other reasons. As they cleared the medical 

lines, the aliens were directed to follow the line to a point where an inspector 

sat with his manifest before him. At that point, M&rtocci reminisced, "most 

of our headaches began. " Before a barrage of questions such as: sex? 

married status? occupation? where born? where last resided? where going? 

by whom was the passage paid? is that person in the United States or not?

if so, how long? to whom is the alien going? the Immigrant would do hie
54

best, wondering what it was all about and when and how it would end.

If a woman came alone, she was most carefully questioned and held
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until the person she had named came for her. He was also looked over and

questioned. If there were any discrepancies between her story and his, the

case was turned over to a board of special inquiry. A  sharp eye was kept

for contract laborers as well. If, for instance, a group of men came before

the inspector, all hailing from the same section of Italy, he was on the alert

at once. Sometimes one of the group would proudly produce a letter from a

friend or relative in the United States to prove that work had been promised him

here, thereby leading not only to his own deportation but also most likely to
55

that of his whole group.

"Three or four times a week, " Martocci told Corel, "from nine o'clock

in the morning to nine in the evening, we were continuously examining aliens.

I thought it was a stream that would never end. Every twenty-four hours

from three to five thousand people came before us, and I myself examined

from lour to five hundred a day. We were simply swamped by that human
56

tide. »

Administrative Problems

The problems of administering Ellis Island during these years of the 

peak of immigration were many and varied. Roughly grouped, they fell into 

a few general categories. First of ail were the problems resulting from the 

rapidly rising immigration and its impact upon facilities that almost immediately 

proved physically inadequate. The difficulties attendant upon enforcing increas

ingly complex legislation under such conditions were closely related. There 

was perpetual wrangling with the steamship companies in the effort to make 

them observe the immigration laws and regulations. Always, and inter

woven with the others, were the difficulties of public relations. Ellis Island
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was under constant criticism, in this period largely because of its determined 

effort to carry out the laws passed by Congress, laws tending steadily toward 

restriction of Immigration. As one shrewd observer put it: "Immigration 

laws must be characterised as unpopular. They may be endorsed in the

abstract, but the public will always be found against their enforcement in
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concrete cases."

Ellis Island was fair game for the press. It was right on the doorstep 

of the New York metropolitan newspapers. It was a Government institution 

and it is, by the Jeffersonian tradition, the duty of the press in a democratic 

society to keep public servants in their place. Rich as it was in human interest, 

there was always a good story to be had at Ellis Island, and if it involved a 

dishonest employee or some pathetic case of exclusion so much the better.

The attitude of the metropolitan press was not usually friendly, but it was 

generally within the limits of legitimate news gathering and dissemination.

The foreign language press, on the other hand, sensitive to every exclusion 

within its particular group, was likely to be shrill and vituperative, freely

charging the Ellis Island authorities with perpetrating brutalities, atrocities,
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and even murder. An Ellis Island veteran with considerable knowledge 

of European tongues declared, probably with some exaggeration, that he had

never read a newspaper article on Ellis Island involving an Immigrant, that
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did not make the staff there appear as "stupid fools. " Even able and honest 

administrators such as Williams and Watchorn were frequently under attack. 

Edward Corel thought that "It would require a special volume to fully chronicle
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Some of the problems that were to haunt him and his successors were 

described in Williams’s second annual report, the first covering a full year 

of his own administration. The fiscal year 1903 saw 631,885 aliens arriving 

at New York out of a national total of 857,046. On one day in April, 12, 600 

Immigrants arrived in New York Harbor. Williams refused to receive more 

than 6,800 of them because it would be impossible to examine more than that 

number in a day. (This meant, of course, that the rest had to spend another 

night in the steerage, making both immigrants and steamship companies un

happy. Such scenes were common in the next few years.) His office had 

transacted business on every Sunday of the year and with practically the 

same staff that had been on duty during the week. The inspection work 

frequently continued without relief from 9:15 a. m. to after 7 p. m. and some

times much later, while the boards of special inquiry sat regularly from 

9:15 a. m. to 4:40 p. m. and often to 5;30 p. m .. Of both inspection and board 

of inquiry work, Williams said he believed that "there is no other public 

office in which such a large number of subordinate officials are called upon

to do incessant mental work and exercise discretionary powers of such volume 
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and importance."

The discipline and efficiency of the staff had improved during the year, 

in spite of the work load. Some dismissals had been made under regular 

civil service procedures, but the staff as a whole he thought equal to that of 

any public office. While he did not believe "that the millennium can ever
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exist here," he thought it was possible to keep evil practices well within 

bounds and give immigrants proper treatment while they were under Govern* 

ment care. Actually few complaints of improper treatment of immigrants 

had come in during the year. Deportations were another matter. Williams 

was making unceasing effort, he reported, to enforce the laws "with the ut

most rigidity. " There were 6,839 aliens excluded during the year and de

ported at the expense of the steamship companies. These deportations had

brought many protests, to the immigration authorities, to members of
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Congress, and to the President.

The President had, in fact, written to W illiams on the matter, caution

ing him about what had been reported to Roosevelt as "star chamber business" 

in the handling of deportation cases. The President said that he was heartily 

in favor of sending back an alien "where his presence would tend to the physical 

or moral deterioration of our people, " but that Williams should remember that 

"to send him back is often to inflict a punishment upon him only less severe 

than death itself." Williams must not only act aright but be able to show that 

he was acting aright. The President suggested that he have a reputable 

representative of an appropriate ethnic or religious society attend courts

of inquiry, and In general should work more closely with the New York social
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and philanthropic agencies concerned with immigration.

The immigration law then recently passed had added to Williams’s 

problems by adding new categories of deportees, but it had also given him 

a new weapon. It permitted the imposition of a $100 fine on steamship 

companies for bringing in detectable cases of loathsome or dangerous
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contagious diseases. He had used this club effectively* imposing over

$7« 500 in fines* and believed that the steamship companies had learned 
64

a lesson. This proved to be only a successful skirmish in an unending 

struggle with the shipowners.

The new law* on the other hand* not only added new categories of

excludable aliens* such as anarchists, but also required the examination

of discharged alien seamen. These were, at first, brought to Ellis Island 
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for the purpose. This function of examining alien seamen later took on

huge proportions, but was handled by examination on shipboard. Already

the examination of cabin passengers, largely farcical in the past, was be*

Ing enforced by this method. Cabin passengers* legally immigrant aliens

like the steerage passengers, were now required to be listed in ships'

manifests* instead of merely on printed passenger lists. A fine new tug*

boat had been chartered and, equipped with this* immigration inspectors

were able to board incoming steamers whenever they pleased, demand the
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manifest sheets, and make quick and efficient examinations.

The main building at Ellis Island, Williams had found in another full

year of experience, was inadequate to the purpose for which it was designed,
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as he had reported earlier, and additional hospital facilities were needed. 

Problems of space and space arrangement, encountered thus early, were to 

haunt the Island pretty much throughout its career.

Not long afterward Williams was again under attack by the Staats-Zeitung 

of New York, for his treatment of aliens. President Roosevelt appointed an 

investigating committee to look into the matter, making the announcement
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during a whirlwind vUit to the Island. There was little with which hie

accusers could charge him except over-xealous enforcement of the law and

many of the missionary societies represented at Ellis Island supported
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Williams warmly in their testimony.

The charges were refuted in the committee's report» but even before 

it was given to the public Roosevelt belabored one of its members because

the draft did not "in one telling sentence embody what it in effect said, and
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back up Williams not merely by inference but by positive statement. "

When the report was made public it did contain such a statement: "The 

committee is under the duty to unhesitatingly declare that Commissioner 

V/ iiliams is entitled to the highest commendation for the indefatigable seal 

and the intelligent supervision he has exercised in administering the affairs

of the EUis Island station, and for the humane consideration he has invariably
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shown to the immigrants while they remained under his jurisdiction. "

In the next year's report» Williams stressed another group of problems. 

These had to do with the application of the indefinite legal tests for the admission 

of aliens. What rules shoitld be applied for determining that a man was not 

likely to become a public charge? How was one to determine whether or not 

he was a pauper' How could it be discovered whether he came in violation 

of the contract labor law ?

To meet these problems, he had formulated a few general rules to guide 

immigration inspectors and boards of inquiry. Aliens with small amounts of 

money were to be admitted only in exceptional cases, when it was reasonably
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certain that they could soon find employment. This determination was to be 

based on a man's real occupation, his physical and mental aptitude, the state 

of employment in his occupation in the United States, the general state of the 

labor market and other considerations. The mere possession of money in

ordinary amounts without such ability to become self «supporting was not to
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qualify an alien to land. Immigrant inspectors, it seems, were expected 

to be economists as well as psychologists and experts in immigration law.

If it was difficult to determine who were paupers and who were likely 

to become public charges, it was no less difficult to ascertain which aliens 

came in violation of the contract labor law. The execution of this law,

Williams conceded, would always be difficult as it was so easily evaded
73

through false testimony. He had formulated no rules on the subject.

Actually, the law was practically unenforceable if an immigrant had been 

warned that it existed and had been well coached on the subject.

The problems of detention were becoming serious. For this he blamed 

the steamship companies, even though they had to pay for feeding the detainees. 

Detentions varied greatly in the case of the various companies, those bringing 

chiefly immigrants from southern and eastern Europe, "the new field from 

which immigration is mainly recruited, " paying much more than the others 

bringing chiefly Immigrants from northern Europe. It was within their own 

power, Williams believed, to reduce detention charges to a small amount by closer 

inspection on their own part. Meanwhile, "intolerable crowding and congestion 

now exist in all detention quarters on days when large numbers arrive. " The
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sidewalks of Ellis Island were sometimes used for detention purposes.

The tide of immigration was still mounting in the following year, when

V« atchorn had succeeded Williams as Commissioner. Able career man though

he was, Watchorn was staggered by his task. "To receive, examine, and

dispose of 821, 169 aliens in one fiscal year, " he reported, "is a work so

stupendous that none but painstaking students of the immigration service

could possibly have any intelligent conception of what arduous duties and
75

unusual considerations it involves. "

It was the problem of detention that seemed to impress Watchorn most 

as he began his four-year tour of duty. "Large numbers of each day's 

arrivals," he pointed out, "are for various causes detained at Ellis Island 

for many days, and all of those deported are usually detained from one to 

two weeks, pending the next sailing of a vessel of the line bringing them."

While they were under detention they had to be fed, sheltered, and furnished 

with beds, baths and miscellaneous services. Their friends had to be commun

icated with. This had involved, Watchorn reported, sending 30, 000 telegrams 

to relatives and friends, and receiving a like number in reply, during the 

past fiscal year. Some 10, 000 letters addressed to detained aliens had also

been received and delivered, and 16, 555 remittances aggregating $260,891.85
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had been received for detainees and aliens expected to arrive.

Watchorn insisted that all the business of the station had been handled 

by the Ellis Island staff "with the fullest possible measure of courteous 

consideration, " and that it was "unquestionably due to their individual tact, 

good nature, and efficiency that so vast an army of people, unfamiliar with

74
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our tongue and unacquainted with our customs, were examined and every

essential statistical fact concerning them carefully recorded, and every
77

one of them treated politely. "

This was the sort of thing to put in an annual report for the benefit of 

the staff itself, to be sure, and no doubt there was some exaggeration in it.

But there is good evidence that Vatchorn's administration was not only honest 

and efficient but also highly considerate of the immigrants. Edward Steiner, 

who had known most of the Ellis Island officials over a span of years, was

lavish in his praise of Watchorn and even dedicated one of his books to him,
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as "The Man at the Gate. "  Steiner, in an interview, asked him what the 

President had said to him by way of instructions. According to Watchorn,

Roosevelt had said, "A ll I ask of you is that you give us an administration
79

as clean as a hound's tooth. " Steiner thought that he had more than 

followed orders.

There was a real difference in point of view between Williams and his 

successor. Williams shared the widely «held and growing belief that im

migration ought to be restricted in quantity as well as quality. W atchorn 

evidently did not, but believed that the country could absorb all the immigrants 

meeting the legal requirements that came. While both men unquestionably 

had integrity and ability of a high order, this difference was no doubt re 

flected in their respective attitudes toward the immigrant. Williams's'law  

of kindness" was self-imposed; Watchorn's was spontaneous.

Many other problems presented themselves for solution at Ellis Island 

in the years that followed, but for the most part they were variations on old
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themes- -problems of overcrowding, of the application of additional legislative

restrictions under operational pressure, of guerrilla warfare with the steam*

ship companies, of defense against attacks in the press and in Congress. The

climax of immigration came in 1907, when 1, 004,756 immigrant aliens were
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received at Ellis Island. Thereafter, with the panic and brief recession 

that came that fall, the rush subsided, only to rise again almost to the same 

peak just before World War I. Moet of the old problems were still there, in 

one form or another, at the end of the period as they had been almost from 

the beginning. Administrators of Ellis Island were in the position of Alice 

and the Red Queen in the country beyond the looking »glass-«they had to run 

very hard just to stay in the same place.

Physical Needs and Improvements.

Of all the difficulties that beset the administration of Ellis Island, 

none was more hampering or more persistent than the lack of adequate space. 

From the beginning the physical plaid bulged at the teams, as the great 

American industrial expansion of the early 1900's brought a mounting tide 

of immigrants. In spite of improvisations, some long-range planning and 

extensive new construction, the Island's facilities were never adequate to 

the demands placed upon them.

The plant had been in operation only a few months when Surgeon 

George W. Stoner, in charge of the Medical Division, pointed out that 

"The new immigrant hospital on Ellis Island now nearing completion will 

not afford sufficient space for the service. '' Patients were being cared for
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by contract, meanwhile, as they had been during the Barge Office period.

Another pavilion would have-to be built, Stoner reported, in addition to the

one under construction, to take care of the sick exclusive of contagious cases.

An additional building should also be constructed for officers’ quarters, be*

cause the rooms intended for this purpose in the hospital building would be

needed for patients. Even then the hospital would be crowded, the surgeon 
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affirmed.

In the next year it was reported that the main building, "the handsome 

structure” which had been expected to meet the needs of the Immigration 

Service at the port of New York, had in many respects failed to come up 

to expectations. It was not well designed in its interior arrangement, causing 

crowding and imposing unnecessary hardship on immigrants. This could be 

corrected to some extent by additions, but what seemed more serious was

"the faulty material and construction involving outlays for repair and re*
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construction almost from the moment the building was accepted. "

Surgeon Stoner at the same time reported that the Ellis Island hospital

had been opened for the reception of patients on March 1, 1902, but that the

ward space in it was barely sufficient for half the immigrant# needing care

and treatment. The existing contract with the Long Island College Hospital

had therefore been continued. As there were no contagious disease facilities

in the new hospital, cases of this nature were being sent, as usual, to the

New York City Health Department. He recommended "that the present ward

space of the hospital be duplicated, and a separate pavilion constructed for
83

isolation and observation wards. "
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William» renewed hie complaints about the main building in 1903« de

claring that "no amount of repairing, unless the building is remodeled, will 

ever render it suitable for an immigration station. " To cite one of its main 

defects, he pointed out that 'every alien, be it man or woman, encumbered 

with heavy and unwlddy baggage and often surrounded with clinging children, 

has first to mount stairs and then to descend, in undergoing the process of 

inspection;" this, too, at a time when few of them were in a condition to

undergo fatigue. He asked for an appropriation large enough to remodel
34

the interior of the building and to enlarge it.

Special appropriations had by this time been made to enlarge the Island
85

for the construction of additional hospital quarters. But during the year

ejectment proceedings had been brought in the New Jersey courts to divest

the Government of its title to Ellis Island. The case had later been transferred

to the New York courts. No steps were being taken toward spending the money

for enlargement while the title to the whole Island was in question, though the
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delay was "seriously detrimental to the interests of good administration, "

To meet the need of additional accommodations for detainees, Williams 

had erected a temporary barracks, so that sleeping quarters for 1,800 people 

were available. Quarters for 3, 000 were needed, he declared. He pointed 

out other specific needs: larger railroad ticket and waiting rooms; larger 

quarters for deportees, who must be kept separate from ordinary detainees 

and whose sleeping space was overcrowded and often in bad condition; more 

rooms for boards of inquiry, four of which were often in session with only
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three rooms available; the witness rooms were too small and yet "on busy

days hundreds of witnesses come to Ellis Island for the purpose of giving

testimony;'* the quarters for the medical examination of doubtful cases were

"shockingly inadequate" and needed to be extended; additional executive and

clerical space was needed, as well as a record room. To remedy these

conditions, he recommended that the main building be extended to the north 
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(east) about 70 feet, in accordance with plans already prepared by the
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Supervising Architect. The cost would be about $370, 000.

W hile the approved project for an extension of the Island to provide 

space for a contagious disease hospital was held in abeyance, and Congress 

had not appropriated funds for the extension of the main building, money had 

been provided for a good many improvements by the following year. In 

particular, a new dining room, tiled and with a terraazo floor, had been

installed at a point formerly used for detention purposes, and a new steel
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ferry boat had been built and was already In service. A part of the roof

garden had been made into a children's playground and extensive lawns with

privet hedges now gave the Island an attractive appearance. Williams urged

again that the main building be extended northerly "a sufficient distance to

provide additional quarters for detention purposes, for the medical examination,

for the use of boards of special inquiry, for witnesses awaiting their turn to
90

appear before these boards, and for general clerical purposes. "

Late in 1904 the question of title to Ellis Island was settled. The United 

States formally filed with the New Jersey Riparian Commission an application

for permission to enlarge Ellis Island, thereby acknowledging New Jersey's
91

title to the submerged lands. The Riparian Commission shortly conveyed
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to the United States by deed approximately 48 acres surrounding and including
n

the original Island and the area already filled in. This meant that work

could go ahead on the building of a new connecting island for the contagious 
93

disease hospital.
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The contract for the new island (Island No. 3) was let in 1905. It was 

finished in the following year and "gratifying progress" had been made in the 

construction of the hospital itself. While several improvements had been made» 

by rearrangement» in the existing structures. Commissioner W atchorn pointed 

out that they were still "totally inadequate" to proper inspection of immigrants. 

The rated capacity was 5,000 per day, but on some days in March, April and 

May as many as 20, 000 were awaiting examination at the port. The Super

vising Architect, on request, had made an inspection of the Island and confirmed 

the need of extensive changes and remodeling. He had estimated that $400, 000 

would be needed. As for new construction, another $250» 000 would be necessary 

to complete the contagious disease hospital on a scale adequate to the mounting 

needs, In addition to the like sum already appropriated. It would be a mistake 

to build that hospital on too small a scale, as had been done with the other 

buildings. A  new cold storage plant was also needed, the existing plant being

"barely sufficient to preserve a day’s supply of food in the busy season."
95

Another ferry boat was a further urgent need.

Watchorn had written more emphatically to the Commissioner-General 

on the subject of physical deficiencies in the spring of 1906. "There is not 

a single feature connected with the reception, examination and detention of 

aliens that Is not susceptible of very great Improvement, " he said. The
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matter of handling baggage, for example, was a very serious problem.

Baggage was placed in the main building and then trucked "almost the entire

length of the Island. " The station had been handling 5, 000 a day. It

"could not have handled more and given due and lawful care to each and every

examination." Even if more persons could have been examined lawfully, it

was doubtful whether the baggage could have been handled for a greater number.

"This has caused thousands of people to be kept on board of ships from one to

four days, " he reported, "and a great many complaints have been made by

those who strongly sympathize with passengers who are subjected to such
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delay and embarrassment as was necessary in this instance. " When Watchorn 

got his $400, 000, ostensibly for alterations to the main building, he spent the 

greater part of it on a new building to handle the baggage and add dormitory

space. This, of course, eased the pressure on the main building and opened
97

the way to alterations and improvements there.

The fiscal year 1907 brought almost intolerable demands on the facilities 

of the Island. During the months of March, April, May and June "every avail

able bit of space at the entire station" was "in full demand, " arrivals during 

the period averaging 150, 000 a month. The Commissioner-General's report 

reminded the Secretary that the Bureau of Immigration had repeatedly pointed 

out the "utter inadequacy of the Ellis Island station" to meet the unforeseen 

conditions that had arisen since the original buildings had been erected. It 

urged again the building of a larger refrigeration plant and a second ferry

boat, as well as a doubled appropriation for a larger contagious disease 
98

hospital.
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There was good progress on approved construction projects at Ellis 

Island during the next year. The baggage and dormitory building was near 

completion when the annual report went in; twelve buildings of the contagious 

disease hospital group were finished; an extension to the general hospital on 

Island No. 2 was well advanced. Important changes had also been made in the 

main building. In particular» the dormitories on the third floor had been re 

modeled» Improved and extended. The entire upper floor of the kitchen and

laundry building had also been remodeled into one large dining room accom-
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modating 1» 000 persons at one sitting.

The progress in hospital construction was particularly gratifying and

the imminent completion of the existing program would, it was expected,
100

"meet every situation incident to the care of the sick and disabled."

The new baggage and dormitory building would greatly relieve pressure on

the main building. It was Commissioner V atchorn's expectation that its

completion would permit the lowering of the examining floor to the ground

level. "To anyone familiar with the present method of taking aliens up a

long flight of stairs to the inspection room, " he pointed out, "the proposed
101

alteration will surely commend itself. "

Watchorn privately justified to his superior the heavy expenditures of 

funds for his new baggage and dormitory building. More space was desperately 

needed and alterations in the main building would not meet the situation. "An 

acknowledged disgraceful condition has prevailed at Ellis Island for the past 

five years, M he told the Commissioner-General, "and owing to the severe 

pressure to which the detention quarters were subjected last year, an intol
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erable situation was reached—a condition which no private corporation 

would have permitted to continue for a single day if the laws relating to 

health and decent comfort in any city of the United States had been applied 

to it. "102

William Williams* returning to Ellis Island for his second term as

Commissioner in 1909» noted with approval the physical improvements

recently made. He thought that the hospital facilities, with the completion

of the contagious disease hospital on the new island, would "probably now

be adequate, “ except that there was no proper ward for mental examinations.

The "fine new dormitory building, recently built, " would greatly facilitate
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operations, although it was "already taxed to its utmost. "

Although the number of immigrants received had fallen off sharply in

1908, Williams noted that it was already rising again. As it was his Intention

to execute the immigration law at Ellis Island "with the thoroughness which

its importance requires, " he believed that facilities should be made available

to permit more thorough examinations than had been possible in the past.

To this end, he wanted more ample space for the whole process of special

Inquiry—detainees' quarters, witness room, and board rooms. He promised
104

to spell out these needs in detail.

A  few months after turning in hie annual report, he went into the 

problem of space for special inquiry In a long letter to the Commissioner « 

General. He thought that a new story on the west wing of the main building, 

which would cost an estimated $78,100, would meet this group of needs. 

"About 11% of arriving immigrants," he stated, "are detained for special
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is utterly inadequate." The limited available detention space was reduced by 

furniture and hand baggage piled upon the floor. "When there are from 800 

to l, 000 persons packed into these quarters, as has frequently occurred dur

ing the past few months, the conditions are indescribably bad. The toilet 

facilities, too, are inadequate and the ventilating apparatus is incapable of 

carrying off the foul air. " There were often six boards meeting and there 

were only four board rooms, one a makeshift. Boards were sitting "either in 

the Inspectors' dressing room or in quarters improvised on the registry floor. 

In both places they are subject to interruption and disturbance of various 

kinds," The present witness room was too small. "These persons come 

from New York to wait for periods ranging from an hour to five and six 

hours. It has been estimated that at times 800 persons were endeavoring

to get into this room, it and the stairway leading thereto being packed to
105

suffocation. It contains no toilet facilities. "

The flow of aliens was setting in strongly again and, so Williams

contended in the following year, often of "so inferior a character that we

are required to detain for a thorough examination as many as 30 percent. "

This meant that ampler detention facilities were needed. These should be

in or near the main building, close to the space already occupied by the

medical division. He recommended an appropriation of $455, 000 to erect

a new building at the northeast corner corresponding with the baggage and
106

dormitory building recently erected at the northwest corner.
. * • * / «• ,

This building, he argued, would also provide space for other important
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functions. In particular» the strict enforcement of the laws brought a good 

many cabin passengers to Ellis Island for more thorough examination. Over 

2» 500 second cabin passengers» for example» had been brought over in the 

spring of 1910. There should be special quarters for their detention» "in 

which they may be accommodated in a manner appropriate to their condition

in life. " Placing them in the same kind of quarters as were furnished steer-
107

age passengers resulted in "unpleasant (but often just) criticism.'*

Another operation of increasing sise and importance was the maintenance

of records. Statistical records were of vital importance, especially as they

were now used extensively In verifying applications for citizenship. There

was room neither for the records themselves nor for the clerks who maintained 
108

them.

Williams did not get his new building, but he did get enough money to make 

many improvements, including the addition of a third story to the west (north) 

wing of the main building. This was erected in 1911. It served to ease the 

special inquiry operations considerably. Readjustments of space In the main 

building also made possible an area adequate to the needs of the information 

office, which handled relatives and friends of arriving immigrants. The 

medical offices were moved from the main floor to larger space on the lower 

floor of the main building. The removal of the medical offices, in turn, left 

the whole of the main floor available for the inspection of Immigrants.

(Williams no longer favored the plan of moving inspection down to the first 

floor to save immigrants the arduous climb, although he had been first to
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propose it. He probably saw no other place for it now.) The old stairway,

"which created a large opening in the middle of the floor and failed to land

the immigrants at the proper point, " was removed and a new stairway built

beneath the gallery. The capacity of the floor for inspection had been doubled.

Another new stairway led from the information of Ace to the immigrants' dining

room, to the great convenience of immigrants and visitors alike. Williams

was also able to get rid of the unsightly temporary wooden barracks on the

north (east) side of the Island, erected some years before. In this same

year, too, the contagious disease hospital on Island No. 3 was at last opened 
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for use. For the first time, all sick immigrants could be cared for on 

Ellis Island itself. The buildings had been completed in 1909, but their use
110

had been delayed for two years for lack of furnishings and lighting facilities.

The most urgent remaining need, Williams believed, was for more 

adequate and better dormitory space for detainees. There were not over 

1,800 beds on Ellis Island, almost all of the three-tiered type. Frequently 

more than 1,800 persons had to be accommodated overnight and this in 

crowded dormitories which also had to serve as day rooms. He asked for 

$375,000 to add a third story to the baggage and dormitory building, to 

provide both adequate dormitory space and separate day rooms. He also 

asked for $80, 000 to add another dbry to the restaurant building for detention 

quarters for cabin passengers; $70, 000 to add a third story to the east (south) 

wing of the main building to house records; $40,000 to renovate the old hospital 

on Island No. 2, which had bad "hard usage at the hands of immigrants, many 

of them with filthy habits," for eleven years and would be condemned by the
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First section of new seawall under construction at Ellis 
Island. This section was begun in 1913 and completed 
in the following year. The main building. In the back* 
ground, shows the third story on the north wing, completed 
in 1911, but not the third story on the south wing, which 
was begun in 1914. The old ferry house shows at upper 
left.
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New York Board of Health. The other two hospital buildings on that Island

were in "perfect condition. " Williams also wanted $60, 000 for a covered

way between the two hospital islands, so that sick immigrants would not be

exposed to the weather, and miscellaneous improvements in the recently«

built contagious disease hospital. A second ferry boat, too, was still 
i l l

needed.

The appropriation for a third story to the baggage and dormitory

building was made in the next session of Congress. It was believed that

with Us completion there would be adequate sleeping accommodations for

all immigrants likely to be detained at one time. Remaining needs on the

main Island, as listed in 1912, were substantially those described in the
112

previous year and their cost was estimated at not over $600, 000.

In 1913 work on the enlargement of the baggage and dormitory build

ing got under way. Appropriations had also been made for several other 

important improvements, including a new story on the east (south) wing of 

the main building; a fireproof carpenter shop, paint shop and bakery; 

renovation of the interior of the old hospital; and glass inclosure of the long 

passageway connecting the various units of the contagious disease hospital 

on Island No. 3. Another piece of construction for which first funds had 

been provided was a concrete seawall with granite facing along part of the 

Island's shore. "Two important additions for which Congress still declines 

to grant appropriations, " it was noted, were "(a) the creation of quarters 

in which cabin passengers may be detained so that they need not be confined 

with what are commonly known as Immigrants—(many of them persons of



Figure U ,

Third story of the baggage and dormitory building under 
construction« September 29» 19IS. Th is work was completed 
in the following year.





filthy habits); and (b) an additional ferryboat. "

During fiscal year 1914» the last full year of operations before World

War Z cut off the major flow of immigrants» other physical improvements

were completed or under way. The additional story for the baggage and

dormitory building neared completion; the old hospital building had been

renovated« with new floors and modern plumbing; the connecting glass

corridor in the contagious disease hospital group had been constructed«

“affording needed protection from the elements;“ the first section of the

new concrete* granite-faced seawall, to replace the old decaying crlbwork,

was completed. Plans and specifications had been prepared for the new

carpenter shop and the contract had been awarded. There had been an

appropriation for an additional story at the south end of the main building»

less than the estimate but probably enough to complete this much-needed 
114

apace.

Improvements still needed» for which Congress had made no provision, 

in spite of repeated requests, included a covered way connecting Islands 

Nos. Z arid 3. “It is not creditable to this Government, “ the annual report 

declared, “to have sick children exposed to the elements and the spray 

from the bay while being transported across the present open walk. “

Another cherished project for which no funds had been appropriated was 

the construction of suitable accommodations for detained cabin passengers. 

“There can be no wonder, “ it was pointed out, “that such passengers complain

when placed in the present detention rooms, though they be the best Congress
115

has given us. “

86.
113
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On the whole, Elite Island had been well treated In the matter of 

appropriations from the beginning. There had been many and frequent 

special appropriation» to meet the unforeseen demands on the immigration 

station. The one appeal that seems always to have found Congress with a 

deaf ear* aside from that for a second ferry boat, was the request for "class" 

detention quarters. They were to be sorely missed when the post-war rush 

of immigrants began.
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CHAPTER IV

Wartime Interlude

The Tide Slacken«

With the outbreak of general war in Europe at the beginning of August, 

1914, the great tide of immigration slackened* The leading emigration 

ports of Hamburg and Bremen, in Germany, came under British blockade, 

and the German liners sought shelter wherever they happened to be. The 

flow from Liverpool, another great emigration port, was reduced. Im

migration continued for a time from some of the Mediterranean ports, but 

became increasingly hazardous as submarine warfare developed and was 

reduced to a trickle after Italy entered the war. The heavy migration 

from the Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires ceased almost at once 

and almost completely.
1

The impact of the war was felt almost at once on Ellis Island, and

was reflected statistically in the years that followed. In the fiscal year

1914, the last full year of migration, 1, 218,480 immigrant aliens were

admitted to the United States, 878, 052 of them through the port of New 
2

York. During the fiscal year 1915 there were only 326, 700 admissions,

178,416 of them through New York. Immigration had been reduced by
3

approximately 75 percent In a single year. As the war went on the 

numbers diminished, the low point being reached In 1918, when only



28,867 immigrant aliens entered the port of New York.

One natural consequence of the lessened traffic through Ellis Island

was a reduction in the working force. There were many furloughs and

transfers ordered by the Department from the veteran staff that had been
5

carefully built up under Commissioners Williams and W ate horn. This

process went so for in the first year of the war that it impaired the efficiency

of the station and made it "difficult to perform properly and promptly the

duties incumbent upon it even though immigration" had "so greatly dimin«
6

ished. " After the United States entered the war the old staff was further 
7

dispersed. It is probable that the organization never again attained its 

prewar efficiency while Ellis Island remained a major point of reception 

for immigrants. Some of the odium heaped on the Island during the im

migration revival of the early 1920's is undoubtedly attributable to war

time administrative and personnel dislocation.

Another and more constructive result of the foiling off of immigration 

was the opportunity given to improve the medical examination. Much more 

thorough inspection was made of those immigrants who did arrive. "The 

results attained, " it was reported, "show conclusively that the medical 

inspection heretofore accorded aliens has been totally inadequate to the 

conditions existing. " As it was assumed that after the close of the war 

there would be a considerable influx of diseased and mentally deficient 

aliens, this seemed the time to introduce a system of inspection that would 

reduce admissions of such undesirables to a minimum. It was recommended

4



that the more Intensive individual examination be permanently established
8

in place of the old line inspection.

There was more opportunity, also, to look into the activities of the 

missionary and Immigrant-aid societies that maintained representatives 

at Ellis Island. These organisations had always been a part of the scene 

and their work as a whole was undoubtedly very helpful. Some of them, 

however» were primarily commercial in nature, actually preying on the

immigrant» and under Commissioner Williams one or another of them
9

had from time to time been expelled from the Island.

Now it became possible to make a systematic check of missionary 

operations. There were 40 such organisations represented at Ellis Island 

at the beginning of the war» and IS of them maintained Immigrant homes 

in New York City where arriving and departing aliens might obtain board 

and lodging. Many immigrants needing help» particularly females, were 

discharged to their custody. Periodic inspection of these homes by the 

Commissioner’s office, it was reported in 1915» “has tended to raise the 

standard of service and help extended to the immigrants. " Some of them. 

It was found, were acting as ticket agents of the steamship companies. 

This practice was believed 'incompatible with the purposes for which

they are granted the privilege of representation at Ellis Island» “ and it
10

was recommended that it be discontinued.

The slackening tide of immigration also made possible a policy of 

“humanising” Ellis Island. This policy was inaugurated by the new
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Commissioner» Frederic C. Howe, a well-known municipal reformer, a 

long-time friend of President Wilson, and recently director of the People’s 

Institute at Cooper Union in New York City. He had heard Ellis Island re 

ferred to as the Island of Tears, 'one of the tragic places of the world, *
11

and set out to change it.

Howe's early activities as Commissioner were described in an issue of the

Survey, spokesman of the relatively new social service profession, a few

months after his appointment in the summer of 1914. "Commissioner Howe

has two advantages over previous commissioners at Ellis Island,11 the

Survey noted. "In the first place, the great falling off of immigration

since war began, has given him time for experiments and a small group

with which to experiment. All former commissioners have been so buried

under the administrative detail of dealing with a million immigrants a year
12

that they had no imagination for additional work. "

Howe had detarmined to change some of the old tradition at Ellis Island, 

which undoubtedly stressed efficiency at some cost in human warmth, and 

to make of it a comfortable waiting room for those newcomers whose
13

start in America must be safeguarded by certain precautionary measures."

In other words, ha set out to make life a little less grim for detainees. This 

process began with the simple steps of taking benches out of storage, placing 

them on the lawn, and letting people out of detention quarters to sit on them* 

Next followed an outdoor playground for the children, and a teacher to direct 

it. Inside the detention quarters he broke a doorway through the wall separating 

husbands and wives and made it possible for them to see each other at other
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than meal times. Cheap sewing materials were provided for the women,

toys for the children, and foreign newspapers were distributed. Out on

the piazza swings were set up. On Sunday afternoons there were band

concerts, and Commissioner Howe talked of adding folk dancing. By

arrangement with the Board of Education he planned to set up a school for
14

detained children and classes for adults.

The sleeping and boarding arrangements he found fairly adequate. The

food was good, he thought, but he had stationed inspectors in the dining hall

to take any complaints about it. The bunks in the sleeping quarters were

not bad and there had just been completed space for 1, 000 immigrants.

"In fact, " said the Survey, "the commissioner regards the regimen of the

plant at Ellis Island as pretty well managed;«»it is the fact that human beings

are Inside it, not digits in an annual report, which he believes has been for- 
15

gotten.M

This picture of growing sweetness and light was only a little dimmed 

at first by the natural resistance to change on the part of the staff, by 

lack of harmony between Howe and his immediate superior in Washington, 

and by the gradual accumulation on Ellis Island of deportees who could not

be sent home because the ships were no longer sailing to their native
16

ports. Nearly a year after Howe had taken office the innovations he had 

made on the Island were again described admiringly. "These changes, " 

said the Immigrants in America .Review, "have been due to the humanizing
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personality of Dr. Frederic C. Howe, the present Commissioner, who was
17

appointed last fall by President Wilson for this very purpose. "

HOwe had tried to make the main examination hall attractive by placing 

plants in the windows, hanging historical pictures on the pillars, and drap

ing large American flags from the balcony. He trusted that these would 

"express in some measure ideals of patriotism, beauty and service to the 

new arrivals. " He wanted to have the immigrants well started on their way 

to becoming good American citizens before they left the Island. As it had 

been and still was, "they arrive, we see that they are qualified to enter,

tag them and then pass them on to shift for themselves. ” Ellis Island,
18

he thought, ought to be a concrete impression of the best of America.

Visitors to the Island at this time noticed the courteous treatment from

all employees. "It is evident, " said the Review, "to one familiar with the

Old Ellis Island, that a new spirit of service is permeating the entire

official force there. " Complaint and suggestion boxes were found in

various parts of the station. The staff had been organized on a democratic

basis, each division sending a delegate to a periodic staff meeting to

discuss suggestions. Prominent Government officials and immigration
19

experts attended and spoke at these weekly staff meetings.

The winter of 1914*1915 had been one of serious unemployment in New 

York and elsewhere, in part due to the war. Commissioner Howe, finding 

himself with empty sleeping quarters on his hands, had opened two build

ings usually used as sleeping quarters for detainees to the local unemployed, 

chiefly immigrants. Some 750 men were given shelter there during the winter
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months. The Ellis Island ferry took them over to the Battery every day so 

that they could look for work, and a charitable organisation set up a soup

kitchen for them there. "The expense to the Government, " Howe said later,
20

"was practically nothing. **

W artime Problems

Howe’s reforms, perhaps inevitably, gradually created enemies for him 

and his administration. As there was plenty of room at Ellis Island, he 

proposed to have second cabin passengers as well as steerage passengers 

landed there. A more thorough examination would be possible than the 

hurried one usually given to cabin passengers on the way up the bay from 

quarantine in the midst of preparations for landing and often in poor light. 

After their landing they were often fleeced In hotels and by baggagemen.

If they were landed at Ellis Island, he reasoned, they would have the pro

tection that the immigration station offered to the steerage passengers.

At once there was a great outcry, particularly from Hoboken, where a 

very large percentage of passengers were then landed. Howe hoped for 

a simple order directing the desired action, but instead the Commissioner- 

General called a hearing on the subject at the Island. At this hearing a 

hungry crowd appeared, protesting against the proposal, including railway 

and steamship agents, hotelkeepers, expressmen, representatives of the 

Hoboken Chamber of Commerce and witnesses from elsewhere in New 

Jersey and from New York City. The entire community seemed to regard

the second cabin immigrants as their legitimate prey. "The order for the
21

change, " Howe recalled, "was never made. "
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Howe also crossed swords with the railroads on another matter. He

found that the railroad "pool” at Ellis Island, which divided up the business

of transporting immigrants to inland points, often sent passengers to the

West by the most circuitous routes. "They lost days of time, " according to

Howe, in the process, and 'often reach«! their destination late in the night

without friends to meet them. " He tried to get an order to correct this

practice, which was based on what the railroads considered fair sharing
22

of the traffic, but could not get action.

He found that the rate paid by steamship companies for the care of im

migrants detained in hospital was a purely nominal figure based on a 

calculation made many years before. He had the actual cost of the hospitals 

worked out by accountants on a per diem basis and obtained an order from 

the Department fixing the charges on the basis of cost. This brought in

hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue, but "organised the hostility
23

of the steamship companies*"

There was also early in the war period a national hue and cry over the 

white slave traffic, which was assumed to be "an alien vice. " There were 

many arrests of aliens, both women and men, throughout the country, and 

hundreds of these people were sent to Ellis Island for custody pending de

portation. Most of them, from southern and eastern Europe, could not be 

deported because of the war. Howe found that many of them had been arrested 

and marked for deportation without much in the way of due process of law, 

and that many of the women were not real professionals. He invited a group 

of prominent New York women to the Island to listen to the evidence of some
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of the arrested women. On the basis of this committee’s report, he pro

posed to the Secretary that casual offenders In the group should be paroled.
24

This action was approved and many were released. This, too, made 

enemies.

The food contract at Ellis Island expired at the end of fiscal year 1916.

Howe, believing that the Government could do better for the Immigrant by

operating the restaurant Itself, got the approval of the Secretary for such

a plan. An amendment to this effect was inserted in a pending appropriation 
25

bill. At this point Congressman William $. Bennet of New York, who had 

been the attorney for the food contractors, introduced and secured approved 

of an amendment forbidding the use of the appropriation for this purpose. 

Howe injudiciously criticised the action and Bonnet denounced him as "a
J . :  ■ ; : v ■ ■ :

half-baked radical with free-love ideas, M demanding an investigation of
26

his administration.

Howe had, Bennet charged, failed to separate the sexes on the recreation

ground, had admitted prostitutes to the United States contrary to law, and

"by proposing to have the government sell food to the immigrants on the

island in place of granting a restaurant concession to contractors he was
27

committing the government to a socialist practice. " Howe defended

himself ably and was supported by the Secretary of Labor. He was able

to fend off this attack after hearings before the House Immigration Cora- 
28

mittee, but some of the mud clung to Mm. He was marked as a radical

and a dangerous innovator.
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Just when the Howe-Bennet controversy was at its height* Ellis Island

suffered its worst disaster since the burning of the first immigration station.

Early on the morning of July 30* 1916* there began a series of tremendous

explosions at Black Tom Wharf* just behind Bedloe's Island and less than

a mile from Ellis. The wharf and a number of moored barges were piled

with munitions on the way to Russia. It was afterwards determined that
29

the explosions were the work of German saboteurs. Plate glass was

shattered all the way to Times Square and there was panic ail over New 
30

York City.

Some of the flaming barges were carried* by a rising tide and a west 

wind* over to ElUs Island* where they set fire to the cribbing of the sea

wall. Heroic tugboat crews towed them away before they exploded, and 

the station escaped complete destruction. The immigrants in the detention 

quarters became panicky but were finally loaded on the ferry boat and taken 

to the Barge Office. The hospital patients* including a number of insane, 

were taken outdoors to the tennis courts on the sheltered side of the Island. 

Flaming debris fell in showers and the New York Fire Department came 

over to help put out the fires. Although there were more than 600 people
31

on the Island, not a single life was lost and there were no serious injuries.

"Visiting the little islands of the inunigrant station group a day after 

the explosion, " a reporter for the Survey declared, "one feels that he is 

treading ground where a miracle has been wrought. H Shrapnel and bullets 

had rained down upon buildings and grounds; windows were blown out; locks 

and hinges were wrenched away; tiles were loosened in patches on the roofs;
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window panes and transoms were either pulverised* bitten Into* or jarred
32

into patterns of lace. With all this destruction the lack of casualties did 

seem little less than miraculous.

The damage was officially estimated at over $400* 000 for replacements

and repairs* but the fabric of some of the buildings had also been shaken.

It was feared that injuries difficult to correct would show up later. Congress

granted an appropriation of $150* 000 to begin restoration, and there was a later

supplement of $247* 000. While repair work was going cm, other improvements
33

for which fluids had been provided were delayed.

When the United States entered the war* in April* 1917* the crews of the 

German ships in the harbors of New York and New London were picked up

and transferred to Ellis Island for internment. The move had been prepared
34

in advance and the operation proceeded smoothly. There were about 1* 150

officers and crew involved. "The burden put upon the station through this

emergency called for a complete rearrangement of quarters, the shifting of

detained aliens to other rooms* and the reorganisation of the administration, "

it was reported later. The entire detention and dormitory quarters in the

baggage and dormitory building were given over to the German crews* over

which a stricter supervision than usual for detained immigrants had to be

maintained. According to the New York Times they were quite comfortable
35

and suffered from nothing but boredom and the lack of beer. A detachment

of soldfei* was detailed by the W ar Department as a military guard for the

Island, and the ground floor of the same building was used as barracks for

them. A stockade was built around the power plant and floodlights were
36

installed on the various buildings.
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In addition to the interned German merchant sailors, Ellis Island be

came host to a considerable number of enemy aliens arrested on warrant 

by the Department of Justice throughout the country and brought there for

custody. Other arrests were made less formally by other Government
37

agencies, including the Army. These people, suspected of being spies 

and saboteurs, required even closer supervision than the other Germans 

and were kept at all times under strict surveillance. At the same time, 

the staff of the station was depleted by the detail of interpreters and in

spectors to other stations and to other Government agencies. A  new 

immigration law, requiring more rigorous inspection of arriving aliens,

had gone into effect In the spring of 1917, and called for more inspectors
38

on the station Itself just when the ranks were being thinned.

The immigration law of 1917, passed over the veto of President Wilson, 

was a detailed, general act repealing all prior immigration legislation in* 

consistent with it. It codified previous provisions for exclusion and added 

new categories. There were now 33 different classes of aliens excluded

from the United States, the most important new category being the Illiterate.
39

This law remained a basic piece of immigration legislation until 1952.

In addition to adding a new test, that of literacy, to the accustomed

routine of immigration examination, the law called for the medical

examination of all alien members of arriving ships' crews. This meant

that every arriving merchant vessel had to be boarded, whether it carried

any passengers or not. This put a great strain on the boarding division
40

of the Ellis Island medical staff.



moved to a new internment station at Hot Springs, N. C ., to Fort 

Oglethorpe, C a ., and other stations, and the sick immigrants and in

ternees were turned over to private institutions, the Ellis Island hospital

was taken over by the Medical Department of the U. S. Army for the re -
41

mainder of the war.

ing. Several thousand Navy enlisted personnel were quartered there, 

pending assignment to ships. The Army Medical Department, in addition 

to the regular Ellis Island hospital group of 21 buildings fully equipped to 

receive patients, was also granted hospital space in the main building.

The Immigration Service retained physical control over the whole station, 

supplying heat, light, power, refrigeration, telephone service and build*

ing maintenance, retaining minimum quarters for its own reduced operations.

One piece of major repair work after the Black Tom explosion had been 

the restoration of the damaged celling over the great registry room on the 

second floor of the main building. The new ceiling was in the form of a 

"Oust»vino arch, "  and its installation was believed to have added greatly 

to the general appearance of the large hall. A  new red tile floor was also 

laid in the room, in a pattern to correspond with that of the ceiling. In 

place of the worn old concrete floor. This sanitary and easily cleaned

dormitory building, together with considerable space in the main build

At the same time, early In 1918, the Navy took over the baggage and

42



surface made the room suitable for hospital m® and It was so employed 
43

by the Army.

After the Army and Navy took over most of Ellis Island, the regular 

inspection of arriving aliens had to be conducted on board ship or at the 

steamship piers. This added greatly to the difficulties of the work, in* 

volving as it did a wide dispersal of activities. The Commissioner-General,

in his 1918 report, asked for both additional medical officers and additional 
44

inspectors, even though the head count of arriving immigrants was the 

lowest in Ellis Island's history.

The use of the Island by the War and Navy Departments came to a close 

in 1919, the Navy relinquishing its quarters at the end of March and the 

A rm y  releasing the hospitals at the close of the fiscal year. The Com

missioner-General took occasion to observe, in his annual report, that 

"it is pleasant to record that the Immigration Service was in position to 

furnish housing accommodations at our greatest port of embarkation to 

thousands of American sailors who were required to man vessels carrying 

troops and supplies overseas. Also that hospital facilities were available 

for thousands of returned heroes whose illness and wounds demanded
45

hospital care when they were removed from the transports at New York. "

The Big Red Scare, 1919-1920

Even while the Army and Navy were using most of Ellis Island, the 

Immigration Service had granted space to the Department of Justice as

detention quarters for alien enemy suspects pending examination and
46

internment or other disposition. With the close of the war the national
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fear of the "Hun, " which had reached the point of hysteria, subsided, only

to be replaced by a new fear, that of the "Red."  An act passed just a few

weeks before the Armistice had made the deportation of alien anarchists

and other radicals much easier. It had, in fact, authorised the deportation

of any alien simply on grounds of belonging to an organisation that advocated
47

revolt or sabotage. Soon Ellis Island became the principal dumping 

ground for this class of undesirables, as it had been for suspected wartime 

enemies.

The first such group, mostly members of the Industrial W orkers of the

World (the I. W. W. or "Wobblles"), arrived from Seattle in February, 1919,

aboard a train popularly dubbed the "Red Special. " It had been generally

expected that these aliens would be deported at once, and the progress of

the train eastward was "welcomed by one datiy newspaper after another, "

which united "in commendation of such a skimming of the great American 
4$

melting-pot. " Commissioner Howe tried to secure at least the rudiments 

of due process of law for these people, and some of the amenities of life, 

as he had done for the enemy aliens. Although his Immediate chief, Com

missioner-General Anthony Camlnetti, was collaborating closely with the 

Department of Justice In the deportation procedure, Howe was supported 

by Secretary of Labor William Wilson. Both were denounced for their 

pains, and Howe was branded as a Red, just as he had been called pro- 

German only a little while before. Wilson demanded a full hearing for each 

candidate for deportation, and that it be shown that he had personally advocated

revolution or sabotage. A ll but a handful of the "Red Specials" were eventually 
49

released.
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Oaring the summer and ¿all the fear of Red revolution mounted, though 

for some time no further mass deportations were attempted. Howe, at the 

request of President Wilson, spent some months in Paris as a member of 

the American delegation to the peace conference. When he returned, he 

found that he had lost the active support of the Secretary- and with it all

control of Ellis Island; that there was a powerful demand for his resignation.
50

He soon complied.

A  short time later there was an investigation of his administration of

the Island by the House Committee on Immigration. Figures were produced

showing that of over 600 aliens arrested for deportation and sent to Ellis

Island since early 191? only 60 had actually been deported. Howe bore

most of the blame for this, and many other charges were brought against 
51

Mm. One newspaper editor, in the light of the committee hearings,

luridly described Ellis Island under Howe's administration as

a government institution turned into a Socialist hall, 
a spouting «ground for Red revolutionists, a Monte 
Carlo for foreigners only, a club where Europe's 
offscourings are entertained at American expense 
and given the impression that government officials 
are subject to their impudent orders, a place where 
the Inspection of immigrants required by law is made 
a mere pretense even when immigration is lightest, 
a place of deceit and sham to which foreign mischief« 
makers are sent temporarily to make the public think 
the Government is courageously deporting them.

W hen Howe demanded the right to present testimony in Ms defense to the
52

Committee he was ejected from the hearing room.

More arrests of radicals began in November, under the leadersMp of 

Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, and Ellis Island was soon filled with 

them. For the next several months it was primarily a detention and de-
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portation prison for Rods. On December 21 the Army transport Buford»

popularly known as the ’’Soviet Ark, ” sailed from New York to great

public applause carrying 249 deportees, anarchists and others, to Russia.
53

Many wives and children were left behind. The Island soon filled up

again. On January 2 there were raids in many principal cities on the

headquarters and affiliated activities of the newly-organised Communist

and Communist Labor parties. More than 4,000 people were arrested,

many with warrants, some without. About 600 of the aliens arrested in
54

New York and nearby cities were taken to Ellis Island.

This time the public clamor for wholesale deportations was deafening.

But Louis F. Post, Assistant S ecretary of Labor, and Acting Secretary

in the illness and absence of his chief, became the final authority in the

matter. He insisted on reviewing each case on its individual merits,

finally ordering about TOO deportations and cancelling 2, TOO other warrants.

He was charged with *'coddling the Reds" and the House Committee on

Rules investigated his administration. He defended himself with a great

deal of spirit and the hearings were dropped. Thereafter the Red hysteria

began to abate and many newspapers commended Post for simply doing 
55

his duty.

Physical Needs and improvements

One major physical improvement at Ellis Island, begun before the war, 

was continued at intervals during the conflict and after its close. This was 

the construction of a concrete and granite seawall, to take the place of the 

piling and cribwork originally used. The wooden seawall had become badly



Figure 12.

Seawall construction at Ellis Island in 1919. Two types 
of seawall are illustrated. The heavier type was used 
facing dredged channels] the lighter type was used else» 
where. Scientific American, April 26, 1919.
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decayed above low water mark and extensive damage to the Island was

feared. In the ferry slip between Islands Nos. 1 and 2 the constant

dredging needed to keep the channel open undermined the cribbing so that

the bordering sidewalks began to sag. The first appropriation for this

work had been made in 1911 and the first section of new seawall had been

built along the ferry slip in front of the main building. The new wall was

built outside the cribbing and at a greater depth. In 1916 the new seawall
56

was extended to the other side of the ferry slip.

A  further appropriation to extend this work was obtained in the following

year and work was pursued even when the Island was being devoted almost
57

entirely to wartime activities. In 1919* when the construction of the

seawall was far advanced, it was described in some detail, with illustrations,
58

in the Scientific American a® an interesting piece of engineering. The 

new seawall was extended across the slip dividing Islands Nos. 2 and 3, with

the intention of filling the slip and thereby enlarging the Island. This fill
59

seems not to have been made, however, until some time later. It was

in place by 1933, but just when it was made Is not clear.

Another project which Commissioner Williams had repeatedly urged was

brought up again in 1916. This was "the urgent need of more suitable

accommodations for detained cabin passengers, " It was estimated that

$100, 000 would be required to provide suitable accommodations at Ellis

Island for such passengers, and the Commissioner-General recommended
60

that it be approved. But while the 1917 appropriation did provide funds 

for some urgently needed items, such as the seawall extension and new
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boilers for the power house, it made no provision for detention accommodations

for cabin passengers. The request was renewed. "Complaints not only from

passengers but from representatives of foreign governments, " it was noted,

"affecting treatment of their nationals have at times accentuated the necessity

for quarters for cabin passengers at Ellis Island." It was hoped that the item

would be allowed without further delay, "so that the work may be completed
61

before the resumption of normal immigration is actually taking place. "

The 1918 appropriations were disappointing. Improvements amounting

to $513,500 had been submitted, but most of them had been disallowed.

The only items favorably acted upon were for new engines and generators

for the power house and the additional seawall appropriation. A  third story

on the kitchen and laundry building had been proposed and it was "especially

regretted" that it had not been authorised. This space, it was noted, "would

be particularly valuable to the naval authorities at present, and the means

would be at hand when immigration is resumed to avoid the serious embarrass*

ment involved in the detention of cabin passengers, for whom satisfactory
62

accommodations are almost wholly lacking, "

Some of the repair work made necessary by the Black Tom explosion in

1916 was not completed until two years later. This included the new ceiling
63

over the big registry room in the main building, already referred to.

Beyond this extensive repair, and progress on the seawall, the war period 

was largely a static one as far as the physical development of Ellis Island

Is concerned.
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CHAPTER V

Revival and Restriction of Immigration 

The Returning Tide

There was only a moderate rise in immigration in 1919. The normal 

lines of European continental and maritime transportation had been badly 

disrupted by the war, and were not restored all at once. Political and 

economic conditions in many lands were at first chaotic. For a time the 

outward movement through the port of New York exceeded the inward, as 

many new Americans returned to Europe to see how their relatives had fared 

during the great conflict.

In the following fiscal year there was a noticeable upturn, with 225,20b
1

immigrant aliens being admitted at New York. The departure of the Army 

and Navy had made Ellis Island available once more to the Immigration 

Service. The inspection of steerage passengers was completely resumed 

there, and the maintenance and guard staff were recruited up to prewar 

strength. By the end of the fiscal year pressure on the station, increased 

per immigrant by the more detailed examination procedures now in vogue 

and the resulting higher percentage of detentions, was beginning to mount. 

The need of new facilities, in addition to the proposed dormitory for cabin 

passengers, was foreseen. With the increase in immigration "already 

noticeable" and the assurance that unless It was restrained by the action 

of foreign governments or by new American legislation, it would continue 

for many years to come, the available space would become inadequate,

"notwithstanding the immensity of the structures at Ellis Island. " The



need of a large new dormitory was foreseen by the Commissioner-General.

Ellis Island's function as a deportation center had by no means ceased» 

though deportation was no longer attempted on a mass basis nor in a mood 

of hysteria. A special deportation and transportation section was organised 

by the Bureau and parties of aliens subject to deportation on a variety of 

grounds were collected over the country and shipped periodically to Ellis 

Island or, increasingly, to the Mexican border, for embarkation or ejection. 

This system remained In use for many years, and it continued to demand a 

share of the available dormitory and hospital space at the Island, and a 

portion of its staff services.

Another operation that had resulted from wartime legislation was the 

examination of alien members of ships' crews. While this examination 

continued to be held on shipboard, or sometimes at the Barge Office, sea

men held on medical grounds, usually venereal disease, were brought over 

to Ellis Island for treatment. They proved to be a difficult class of patient. 

With sick immigrants, sick deportees, and diseased alien seamen, the

hospitals that had only recently been returned to the Public Health Service
4

were busy, nearly 6,000 cases being handled in the first year.

The literacy test embodied in the 191? immigration law had been long

agitated and was intended by its sponsors to cut down the actual numbers

of those admitted. As the postwar movement developed, it did not serve

the purpose very well. The literacy rate had risen even in the backward
5

nations of Europe since the device had first been proposed. By the latter
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part of the calendar year 1920 the rate of immigration was approaching

that of the prewar years and Ellis Island was in trouble.

It became necessary» occasionally» to compel steamships once more to Ue
6

idle with their steerage passengers while the Island cleared itself. Naturally» 

this brought a scolding from the newspapers. ’’Ever since 1914 it has been 

obvious that the end of the war would bring a tide of immigrants» yet not one 

effective step has been taken to cope with it," said the New York Times,

which also declared that conditions at the port "are actually worse than during
7

the record immigration be fo re  the war. ” The Newark News was more

charitable, at least toward the immigration authorities. Ellis Island had

always been under staffed, it said. During the war, with immigration reduced

to a minimum, it had been possible to make proper examinations and weed

out the undesirables. "The Commissioner-General reported this in detail

and urged that due preparation be made against the time when the rush would

be on again." But his pleas had gone unheeded. "The island station is

blocked* Ships are held idle at great expense. Incoming aliens are delayed

and inconvenienced. No proper examinations can be made of the newcomers,
8

and undesirables are bound to filter through with the desirables."

A  reporter for the Survey, generally sympathetic to the problems of the Ellis 

Island administration, wondered that "after the great machine has extracted 

patience, starch and intelligence from both the clientele and the practitioners, 

there is still such a remainder of personal interest and kindliness left In the 

attendants." The detention room, built to accommodate four hundred people
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at the most, had a "quota of sitters-upon benches" of "frequently above a 

thousand. " Their stay was anywhere from one day to much over two weeks. 

Cases for special inquiry were sometimes at the Island for as many months. 

"The sleeping quarters, adequate for fifteen hundred, have been at times in 

demand for more than three thousand Immigrants who sometimes sleep stand

ing up before being put to bed on the floor. " The dining rooms, with facilities 

for 800, often had to feed 3,000 at one meal. "When the crowd is too great 

to be taken care of, the people are not even taken off the barges, but are fed 

coffee and sandwiches there. The antediluvian toilet rooms, the missing 

laundry facilities (the women wash their tobies' clothes in a wash basin with 

sample sixes of government soap and then hang them on their beds to dry),

the stinted, cramping detention quarters are tilings that God in His mercy
9

and an appropriating Congress will have to care fo r." The New York Times 

commented editorially of Ellis Island that "The facilities there for detaining,

examining and distributing the arriving immigrants are inadequate to a degree
10

that is a disgrace as well as a danger to the country."

Frederick A. Wallis had entered on duty as Commissioner of Immigration

at Ellis Island on June 1, 1920, replacing Byron Uhl, who had once more

served as Acting Commissioner after Howe's resignation. W aliis had been

a deputy police commissioner in New York City, was an active Democrat,

an elder in the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, and had shown interest in

the problems of the immigrant. His professional background was chiefly in
11

the insurance business. Wallis entered his new office full of noble plans
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for th« betterment of the service at Ellis Island, which he considered "the
12

most important and interesting spot in the world today. " These plane

were pretty well swept away by the new rush of immigration and Wallis

was soon on the defensive, desperately trying to cope with a situation that

would have tried even such a veteran administrator as William Williams.

While he was able to get his staff increased, and even to obtain modest

pay raises for some of them, he had difficulty In recruiting first-grade

personnel for the more responsible positions. Postwar prices were high and
13

Government salaries were low. He went to Washington with a plan for a

$5, 000,000 construction program for Ellis Island, and the Secretary pre-
14

santed it to Congress, but that body was seriously considering bills to 

halt immigration altogether and was in no mood for enlarging the station's 

facilities.

As Wallis's frustrations grew and the barrage of criticism to which he was 

subjected increased In intensity, he grew querulous. Soon he was agreeing 

with his critics publicly, describing conditions on the Island as "deplorable. " 

There was, he proclaimed in talks to various organizations throughout the 

East and in newspaper Interviews, "filth, inefficiency, and red tape. " These 

difficulties and the misery that resulted, he said, were all the harder to bear 

"because we have managed to pass laws bearing no relationship to our needs, 

such as the literacy test, and then, to make matters still worse, their 

application is made as inhumane and cruel as it is possible to imagine. " 

Immigrants were regarded as a mass and not as individuals. "Our present 

immigration system is simply criminal. " The literacy test, he asserted*
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kept out sturdy workers but not educated criminals; moreover, it often
IS

separated families.

This breast beating was hardly calculated to inspire confidence in his 

administration, but whatever his personal contribution to the situation, 

conditions at Ellis Island were certainly deplorable. Some of the buildings, 

never adequate to the needs of the station, were no longer new and all had 

been subjected to hard treatment during the war* Little seems to have been 

done toward rehabilitation afterward. Now they were being inundated with a 

new wave of immigrants. The administrative staff was evidently not as 

efficient as it had been. Detentions averaged higher than they had before 

the war.

"Co down to Ellis Island!" challenged a widely circulated Newspaper

Enterprise Association report. "You will find:"

Immigrants herded like cattle in the ill-ventilated, fetid 
detention-room.

No separate quarters provided for mothers with babes in 
arms.

Vermin on the walls and floors of detention-room and in 
dormitories.

Immigrants forced to sleep indiscriminately two in a bed 
or on the floors.

Only 1, 100 beds, tho the overnight population averages from 
2,000 to 3, 000 and often is as high as 4, 500.

No mattresses for beds--only blankets spread over strips 
of steel; bunks built in tiers, three high.

Only six bath-tubs for use of all the women and small children.



Figure 13.

"Future Americano 'putting up' with Uncle Sam. " 
Immigrant women and children sleeping on the 
floor at Ellis Island in 1921. Literary Digest, 
April 30» 1921.



FUTURE AMERICANS “ PUTTING U P ” WITH UNCLE SAM.
Over a thousand immigrants were recently forced to sleep on blankets spread on the 
floors in overcrowded Ellis Island. Our treatment of the immigrant is “ criminal,” 

declare several investigators, and Commissioner Wallis agrees with them.
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No bath »tubs for men; thousands forced to use sixteen 
8 how er -baths.

Lavatories so inadequate that they are a menace to health.

Many wash-basins on upper floors without a water-supply.

Only two pumps, with low water-pressure, inadequate 
against lire.

Many immigrants forced to wait weeks because affidavits 
and even money sent by relatives had been lost. ^

Dr. Royal S. Copeland, New York Commissioner of Health, declared

conditions at Ellis Island to be "a menace to the country. M There were not

enough medical inspectors; 40 men had to examine 4, 000 immigrants a day,

or 100 each. They should not have to examine more than 20. He saw filthy

blankets piled in a corner, during a visit to Ellis Island. Commissioner

Wallis told him that 1, 000 Immigrants had slept on these blankets on the

floor the night before. The bed facilities on the Island were inadequate
17

and there were vermin everywhere.

It was through an Ellis Island older, shabbier and less well-run than

that seen by the prewar arrivals that a new tide of 560,971 immigrant aliens

passed in the fiscal year 1921. The national total for the year was 805,228,
18

edging up toward the record figures of the 1900**.

The First Quota Law

The movement to bring about an absolute reduction in immigration had 

been strong ever since the 1890's and had grown, during the war if not before, 

to the point of being a national consensus. The method of reducing numbers
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by the literacy test had failed. Now another means was to be tried. A 

measure limiting immigration by basing it on percentages of national 

representation in the 1910 census was repassed early in the administration 

of President Warren G. Harding, after President Wilson had vetoed it.

This act, since known as the First Quota Law, was adopted as a 

temporary measure pending further study of the problem of immigration, 

but it proved to be the most important turning-point in American immigration 

policy to date. It imposed the first absolute numerical limits on European 

immigration, and established a nationality quota system based on the pre

existing composition of the American population. The principle is still 

(in 1965) basic in immigration law, It insured, as it was intended to do,

that the new immigration from southern and eastern Europe could not
19

reach more than a small fraction of its prewar level.

The act provided that the number of any European nationality entering

the United States in any given year could not exceed 3 percent of foreign-

born persons of that nationality who lived here in 1910. Nationality was

to be determined by country of birth. Not more than 20 percent of the

quota of any nationality could be received in any given month. The total

of immigrants admissible under the system was set at 358, 000, but there
20

were numerous classes exempted from the quota system.

This act, passed and approved by President Harding on May 19* went 

into effect on 15 days' notice, on June 3, 1921. Since not more than one- 

fifth of a national quota could be used In any single month, steamship
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companies rushed to land their immigrants as early as possible in June.

The result was the exhaustion of many national monthly quotas within the

first few days. Surplus immigrants were held on board while the im>
21

migration authorities wrestled with the problem.

"The final week before the new law became effective," Edward Corsi,

combing the old files at Ellis Island, noted many years later, "saw a mad

dash of thousands to American shores. Imagine the ships, bulging with

human cargo, racing through the Narrows and into New York harbor, actually

colliding with one another in their hurry to be at Ellis Island before the last

minute of grace. " One of the last of the immigrant ships to get under the

wire was the Cunard liner Saxonia. Her immigrants were admissible under

the quota, but there was no more room at Ellis Island. "Guarded by Customs

officials and Cunard Line detectives, her eight hundred human souls were

landed on Pier 53, North Elver, at the foot of West Thirteenth Street, where

they camped on the floor for four days. ” A storm of press criticism was the 
22

natural result.

During the month of June more than 10,000 aliens of various nationalities 

in excess of the quotas for the month were brought to the United States, most 

of them to New York. These aliens were, as the authorities at Ellis Island 

saw it, "the helpless victims of the transportation companies, " and 

"entitled to a full examination under the immigration law and also to an appeal 

to the Secretary of Labor. " Yet, under the new law, they were barred from 

entering. The situation was "an utterly impossible one. " The Secretary 

directed, after due deliberation, that these aliens could be admitted temporarily
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on bond. The decision was believed to be necessary in the interests of 
23

humanity.

The steamship companies continued their mad race* month after
24

month, in the keen competition for the reduced immigrant traffic, and

the policy of general admission under bond could not be continued indefinitely.
25

Whole shiploads were turned back. The results were tragic. A woman 

physician on the Ellis Island staff later described a scene produced by such 

an adverse ruling:

A greatly magnified tragedy was a shipload of 500 
immigrants from southeastern Europe who had disposed 
of their homes and all their possessions to start life a* 
new on American shores, only to find that they were 
above the quota and were forced to return. The ensuing 
demonstration of these excitable people is one of my 
most painful reminiscences of service at the Island.
They sere-mod and bawled and beat about like wild 
animals, breaking the waiting-room furniture and 
attacking the attendants, several of whom were severely 
hurt. It was a pitiful spectacle, but officials were help
less to aid. Again it may be asked why they were per
mitted to leave their native port without a determination 
of the quota. Again, however, the Island was culpable in 
the eyes of those who were blind to facts. Still the officials 
were forced to do their duty. ̂ 6

Quite aside from the problems of administering the quota law, which 

itself was freely belabored in the press, Ellis Island continued under 

vigorous attack. It was obvious that some action must be taken there 

soon. In November the Outlook pointed out the inconsistency of the current 

enthusiasm for "Americanization" of the immigrant at the same time that 

most new arrivals had to pass through Ellis Island, "one of the most efficient
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factories in the world for the production of hatred for America and American

institutions. " The writer referred to three documents that lay before him

describing conditions there, one of them a "calm and dispassionate" report

by a committee of the Merchants Association of New York. "The foul

sanitary conditions and the inefficiency of administration at Ellis Island"
27

were "frankly pointed out in this report. "

Two of these reports, including that of the Merchants Association, by 

"a  curious coincidence." said the writer, "refer with approval to the success

ful administration of Ellis Island by Commissioner William Williams in 1909." 

It was clear that while the organic law was responsible for some of the defects 

and injustices of our treatment of immigrants, "much depends upon the 

character and ability of the Commissioner, who has great power. " The 

Outlook, an influential liberal Republican periodical once edited by Theodore 

Roosevelt, had been hoping for a reorganisation of Ellis Island under the 

Harding administration. "That hope is justified," it proclaimed, "by the 

announcement of the appointment by President Harding of Robert E. Tod to

succeed the present Commissioner, Frederick W. Wallis, who was appointed
28

by President Wilson."

Tod was a New York banker of Scotch birth, a successful administrator

and man of affairs. He had seen service in France during the war and had

been cited by General Pershing and decorated by the French government.

"He is competent, " declared the Outlook, "to deal successfully with the
29

complicated and par piercing problem which faces him at Ellis Island."
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This change of administration had no doubt a natural political aspect,

but it was made in part as a result of investigations, conducted by the office

of the new Secretary of Labor, of charges of both inefficiency and corruption
30

in the handling of immigrants. There was no question of Wallis's integrity,

but the fact that the investigation was made and involved several weeks of
31

study at Ellis Island, indicates doubt of his efficiency.

Another official step taken by the Bureau of Immigration Itself had been 

the appointment of a committee to make a study of welfare work among arriv 

ing immigrants. The committee was headed by Fred C. Croxton, chairman 

of the Ohio Council of Social Agencies, and included Julia Lathrop, head of 

the U. S. Children's Bureau. The action was hailed by the Survey. "Ellis 

Island, " it said, "provides illustration of the need for such a study. " A 

number of volunteer agencies carried on work of various sorts there. Some 

of them limited themselves to legal activities, trying to get immigrants 

their full rights under the law and to secure the admission of deferred cases. 

Others undertook to get them started right for their destinations and assured 

of friendly welcome on arrival. Some of them spent "infinite pains" on 

individual cases, but limited their work to special racial or religious groups.

"There are naturally gaps in such a spontaneous coterie on the one hand,"
32

the Survey pointed out, "and on the other hand there is overlapping."

This committee concentrated its efforts at Ellis Island and held hearings
33

there in the fall of 1921. Its report, made early in the following year, 

contained a number of unanimous recommendations. These went far beyond
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the activities of the welfare agencies and centered on the administration of

Ellis Island. The report called for the close coordination of welfare work

by a director of information, to be under the immediate direction of the

Commissioner. This, presumably, was intended to end the bickering that

had been more or less traditional between the administration and the

"missionaries. " It called for a general easing of restrictions on information,

asking for interpreters trained in social work to assist detained immigrants,

during the period when they were not allowed to communicate directly with

their friends, and for a systematic exchange of allowed information between

them and their friends. It called for a general information service to be

available to them at all times. "Heretofore, " the report noted, "inunigrants

have been without service of this kind until their examinations are completed, "

frequently being held apart from the public for several weeks. In case of

deportation, it urged that explanation of the action be given to the immigrants
34

and to their friends.

The report recommended separate and Improved quarters for women 

and young children, with a trained dietician in charge of the feeding of the 

children, and better laundry facilities for all detained immigrants. It asked 

that separate religious services, Protestant, Jewish and Catholic, be held 

on Sunday. It recommended that official interpreters meet the barges taking 

immigrants from the ships to Ellis Island and that pending medical examination 

the immigrants be taken from the barges to comfortable reception rooms in 

the main building, instead of being held on the barges. A large room on the 

ground floor, used as a money exchange and railway ticket office, the report
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said, should be converted into a day room ¿or detained women and children.

There should also be day rooms with a view of the bay for other detained 
35

immigrants.

This was a formidable program, but the new Commissioner seems to 

have anticipated many of the findings of the committee and to have set about 

vigorously to carry them out. The Outlook, having endorsed Mr. Tod's 

appointment enthusiastically, sent a reporter over to Ellis Island shortly 

after the report was made public, to see how he was doing. Tod, it was 

found, was not after personal publicity and preferred action to talk. He

did not profess to have mastered the situation and had no ready-made
36

philosophy on immigration.

Some real changes had already been made under his administration and

"this leads one to think, " the Outlook said, "that the entire ambitious

programme laid out by the Committee on Immigrant Welfare Work will

become a reality in the course of time. " There had always been some

spots on the Island that were a shock, even when it was at its best, according

to the reporter who knew the Island well, and the Great War had affected

conditions there very materially. Commissioner Tod was eradicating

"these evil spots" from the Ellis Island routine, and the staff seemed to

be pleased. "We had never thought of doing this, " said several old-time
37

officials as they pointed out changes.

Tod had already fitted up a large room, formerly used for storage, 

into reception rooms where Immigrants were taken directly from the barges.



There they could wait in comfort for their turn to be examined. In each 

section there were water fountains. There was a new cafeteria in the in

formation room for relatives and friends of incoming aliens. There was 

a nursery where immigrant women were taught to bathe and properly clothe 

their infants. A director of information was soon to be appointed to take 

charge of all welfare work* and there were to be more interpreters, avail

able to immigrants when they were forbidden to communicate with relations 

and friends. A bigger detention room for women and children was planned 

(Mthe author's last visit to the detention room was a horror”), and plans 

were shaping up for improving living conditions for all detainees. Com

missioner Tod seemed aware that Ellis Island had been the "Island of Tears,"
38

and to be determined to change the name. This, of course, had been tried 

before with no permanent results.

One byproduct of the war had been the outbreak of typhus and other 

epidemics in Europe. Some of these were still raging or endemic in parts 

of that continent. Body lice, carriers of typhus, common enough among 

some classes of prewar immigrants, were now regarded as a national health 

ha sard. The discovery of lice among them sometimes held up whole barge

loads of immigrants at Ellis Island for hours. Dr. Copeland, who had been 

sharply critical of Ellis Island the year before, renewed his attack in 1922.

"1 would declare Ellie Island an infected port, " he affirmed. There was 

always a danger that cases of typhus and other epidemic diseases would slip 

past ships' doctors and medical Inspectors at quarantine, and be "herded in

131.
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insanitary conditions at E llis  Island» w here the possib ilities for the develop*

men! and spread o f d iseases a re  many« and these cases may enter the city

o f Hew York  and spread to various communities throughout the country,
39

carry ing  d isease  with them .M

It was in the m idst o f attacks on E llis  Island» on the grounds o f health 

hazard, o f corruption» of filth, brutality and indiscrim inate herding together 

of im m igrants» that a re a l effort was under way to re fo rm  the place. Com * 

m issioner Tod resigned  to return  to p rivate  business at the end o f June 1923. 

He had done much to im prove conditions on the Island with the lim ited funds 

availab le  to him» but the p re ssu re  o f politicians to get unqualified aliens 

into the country w earied  him o f the office. They w ere  "m aking a  m ockery
40

of the im m igration law s» "  he declared  som e months be fo re  his resignation. 

The New  Y ork  T im es was ed itoria lly  sympathetic. "D esp ite  the unwillingness 

o f Robert E . Tod to comment upon his resignation as Com m issioner o f Im 

m igration fo r the N ew  Y ork  D is tr ic t »"  it revealed , " it  is  sca rce ly  a  secret  

that his action was la rg e ly  In protest against the incessant po litical p re ssu re  

used by  Congressm en and others intent on violating the provisions o f the 

im m igration restriction  law . "  This f ir e  was naturally concentrated on the 

keeper o f the gate at E llis  Island. "C ongressm en  flatter» ca jo le, insult o r  

threaten him. Im m igrant societies employ skilled agents and law yers to 

'get around' him. The public is s t irred  by tales o f pitiful suffering, o f

disrupted fam ilies, o f cruelty and harshness. The brunt o f a ll these attacks
41

Is borne by the Com m issioner. "  It was an old story, but still true as It 

had been in the tim es o f W illiam s and Watchorn.
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Tod was succeeded by Henry H. C urran , who had long experience in the 

hard school o f m inority Republican politics in New  York  City, had run fo r

m ayor, been a m agistrate and Borough P resident of Manhattan, and had an
42

acceptable w ar record . C urran  proved to be an able adm inistrator, but

he had scarce ly  taken office when the storm  of abuse reached a clim ax.

B rit ish  im m igrants w ere  most sensitive to the conditions at E llis  Island,

it seem ed, o r at least most vocal in protesting them. The English  p ress

printed long artic les about the inhumanity o f keeping B ritish  eitiaens in
43

"c a g e s "  with "people o f d irtie r and in ferio r nationalities."  Speeches
44

w ere m ade in the House of Commons denouncing E llis  Island. S ir

Auckland Geddes, the B ritish  A m bassador to the United States, visited

E llis  Island at the invitation o f Secretary  o f L abo r Davis toward the end

of 1922. He made a thorough inspection and wrote a fu ll report to the

B ritish  Secretary  for Foreign  A ffa irs , Lo rd  Cur son, who held it until
45

August 1923 and then issued it to the p re ss .

Th is report was a  stinging piece o f c ritic ism  and produced something 

approaching a f ir s t -c la s s  international incident. The B rit ish  p re ss  had a 

field day with the document, which confirm ed their w orst suspicions of 

E llis  Island, while A m erican  journals, long accustomed to belabor the 

Island them selves, now ra llied  to its defense. Starting with the plan of 

the m ain building, which "d id  not im press him favorably , "  the Am bassador  

discussed E llis  Island exhaustively, commenting free ly  on "locked doors and 

w ire  cages * which might be necessary  but did "m entally suggest Im prison 

ment, ” and on such details as 'impacted greasy  dirt that had been there  

days, if  not weeks or months, " the "compound sm ell o f old dirt and new
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im m igrant, "  which "it  took th irty -s ix  hours to get r id  of after leaving the 

island* ” badly ventilated room s and ’ makeshift facilities fo r  m edical 

examination. " G enera l comments included the statement that he would 

p re fe r  im prisonment in Sing Sing to incarceration on E llis  Island aw ait

ing deportation,H and the opinion that the tim e-consum ing system  of appeal

to the Secretary  o f L abo r in Washington in cases o f rejection* though probably
46

right in theory, was in practice  "nothing short of diabolic. "

The report was "g ro s s ly  m islead ing" and "out o f date because it com es 

eight months after his visit to the station, H said Com m issioner C urran  to 

the N ew  York T im es . M ost o f the trouble at E llis  Island lay in the detention 

cases, he said, "which constitute the one per cent of tragedy. "  These  

detentions and exclusions he blam ed on the steam ship companies fo r brans - 

porting inadm issib le aliens* and on certain  foreign  governments fo r perm itting 

em igrants who could not meet the requirem ents to start fo r  A m erica . B rit ish  

im m igrants, he declared, his Ir ish  tem per roused, w ere  'not very  w ell picked, 

in spite of the la rge  num bers trying to get in in excess o f their quota. "  The  

B ritish , he asserted , w ere  "just kicking Uncle Sam 's dog around. "  The 

Island wasn 't a  hell hole or a  p lace filled  with d iabolical cages. "In  most 

instances, the story ends right and they live  happy ever after. "  C u rran  

did agree  heartily  with som e of G eddes’s suggestions for physical im prove

ments, he told the New York  Tribune, and thought it likely that C ongress would 

provide the funds to c a rry  them out. "Actually , there a re  no great hardships

suffered by im m igrants at the present time on the island, "  he insisted, "W e
47

a re  running a pretty good hotel. "
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Curran's predecessors at Ellis Island were sought out for their opinions

of the validity o f the Ambassador's charges. Former Commissioner Tod

admitted that "there is still much need for improvement on Ellis Island*"

while his predecessor* Wallis* repeated his sad tale that Ellis Island was

"literally a vale of tears. " Curran could accept Tod's comment* but replied

with spirit to Wallis's statement that he had "seen as high as 1,100 sleeping

on the cold tiled floors in the middle of winter. " This was simply an indict*

ment of W'allis's own administration of past years, he pointed out, and had
48

no bearing on his own or Mr. Tod's.

A  new official report on Ellis Island given to the public at this time, pre

pared by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Wadsworth, took cognizance of 

the "enormous complexities" of administering the immigration law and was 

more critical of the accommodations there than of the staff. For example* 

the intensive individual medical examination introduced, during the war could 

no longer be carried out fully. Only about 800 of the 2,000 now permitted to 

land daily could receive this examination. With more space all could be 

examined. The hospitals were good and well administered, but needed better 

quarters for personnel. The "traffic regulations" for handling immigrants
49

were criticised, but could probably not be much improved for lack of space.

This report demonstrated that "During Mr. Curran's administration great 

improvement has been shown, " the Independent said. Hardship cases had not 

been eliminated, and there would be too many of them as long as the existing 

law remained unmodified. "But the comforting thing about the workings of 

EUis Island is the thought that Mr. Curran is exercising as much common



sense and humanity as he can while still adhering to the sp irit o f the la w ."

With a ll the b listering  critic ism  to which E llis  Island had been subjected  

in the recent past, it was only natural that the authorities there should make 

the most o f what cam e their way in letters o f commendation. To Com m issioner  

C u rran  there cam e a letter from  an intelligent and highly educated French  

woman, depicting an E llis  Island scarce ly  recogn izable as the sam e place  

that Am bassador Geddes had described . It told o f a  detention there le ss  

than a year after his visit. What most delighted her thrifty French soul, 

apparently, was that a ll the serv ice  there was free :

50

Gentlemen:

A fte r  a life  o f trave ls , and study, knowing five languages, 
it might have been supposed that I had seen everything worthy of 
interest, yet 1 had lately  an excellent opportunity to study an in 
stitution unique in the world , and extrem ely interesting. I mean  
E llis  Island.

The construction is  vast and imposing tho often crowded  
by the im m ense quantity of em igrants, whose absolute ignorance  
prevents many to appreciate that the short detention is not only 
im posed fo r the security of United States, but for their own w elfare .

The lad ies and gentlemen in charge of the em igrants have 
inexhaustible patience and kindness. The la rg e  admittion hall is  
(in  the evening) used as a concert room  (once a week) and cinema 
once a lso . Sundays a  Catholic, a Protestant and Jewish serv ices  
a re  held so any creed can be followed. A l l  this is free . Above, 
a ll around the hall, is a  balcony. This have white tile  w alls and 
floo rs , porce la ins lavabos and baths. There  a re  two hospital, 
a kindergarten, m edical attendance, a ll fre e  as w e ll as board  
logging, entertainment, etc. etc. Interrogation room s, e tc ., 
a re  on the ground floo r. Besides breakfast (coffee, eggs, bread, 
butter, jam ) (lunch --m eat, vegetables, cheese, tea) dinner (soup, 
meat, e tc .) there a re  (m orning, afternoon, evening) three d is 
tributions o f the best of sweet fre sh  m ilk  and c rack ers . Many  
days thirty o f those enormous cans a re  needed (they contain fifty 
gallons each, I was told). S ix  hundred and fifty employees a re
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daily  in attendance. Eighteen languages a re  interpreted. F rom  
m orning t ill night colored men and women clean incessantly.
Tow els a re  changed daily. Sheets three tim es a week.

I leave to a competent man the estim ate o f the daily  expense 
of such an establishment, and 1 should thank heartily  an expert 
to com pare £ U is  Island to anything o f the sam e sort, any other 
nation in the w ide w orld  has to o ffer.

This statement is not solicited, but if it can make em igrants  
understand and appreciate what U .S . does fo r them, you a re  welcom e  
to publish it (in  any and a ll o f the eighteen languages understood at 
E llis  Island}*

Thank you for a ll passed  favors , I  rem ain,

G ratefu lly  yours,
51

F. M . Lalande

E llis  Island was to know som e dark  days again, but by 1924 it was over

the w orst of its many c rise s . The quota law , whatever its faults, had served

the purpose o f cutting down im m igration to m ore m anageable proportions and

the organisation was being rebuilt and sharpened. T here  w ere  still tem porary
52

jam s at the beginning of each month the firs t  half o f the year, but this was

done away with by the new law  that went into effect at the beginning o f July.

The Geddee report, resented though it may have been, had made authorities

in Washington m ore receptive to the needs of E llis  Island. W hen Com m issioner

C urran  presented a prograin, calling for $2,500, 000 fo r the rehabilitation of

the existing buildings and the enlargement o f the Island, he got at least part
53

of what was needed— enough to put the old plant in presentable  condition.

In the m idst of the fu ro re  over the quota law  and the h o rro rs  o f E llis  

Island, a basic  change in ocean transportation had com e about alm ost unnoticed.
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After the steamship companies had come to accept the new limitations on 

steerage traffic» they found that the steerage itself no longer paid. It could 

be filled only on west-bound voyages at the height of the season, and was 

little patronised between seasons, because of the poor accommodations.

The new liners» beginning in 1922, had no steerage quarters but a new and 

comfortable set of third class cabins. "Competition and the Immigration 

Act have had a noticeable effect on third-class accommodations," an article 

in the Nautical Gazette noted. "Quality and comfort are the watchwords to

day rather than numbers carried, and the steerage is fast becoming a thing
54

of the past in the North Atlantic service. " So passed an institution that 

had brought more sorrow and discomfort to the immigrant than did Ellis 

Island at its worst.

The Second Quota Law

The quota law applied to European immigration, but not to immigration

from the Americas. There were also a good many classes exempted from

the quota. In 1924 there was a large total immigration, 706, 896, but New
55

York's share of it was only 315,587, or considerably less than half. 

Migration was increasingly across the borders of Mexico and Canada, in 

part of natives and in part of Europeans seeking entry through softer spots 

than Ellis Island.

Congress was determined to cut immigration further and the debate 

continued intermittently throughout most of the 1920's. The first quota 

law, a temporary measure, had been extended while the debate went on, 

but in the spring of 1924 a new piece of legislation took its place, effective
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with the beginning of the new fiscal year. This Second Quota Law retained 

the basic principle of the first» but changed the quota base from the census 

of 1910 to that of 1890, to cut down still further the proportion of immigrants 

from southern and eastern Europe. This quota base was to be replaced later 

by a similar device based on the national origins of the American people in 

1920. The quota admissible from any nation in any one year was reduced 

from 3 to 2 percent of the census figure, thus reducing the total quota.

Annual quota immigration under the new law was reduced from 358,000 to 

164, 000 per year. The most important single feature of the act, as far as 

Ellis Island was concerned, was a provision for selection and qualification 

in the countries of origin. A ll immigrants from the quota countries were 

required to obtain special immigrant visas, based on examination, from 

American consuls. Not more than 10 percent of a yearly quota's visas 

could be Issued in any one month. This was Intended to prevent, or at 

least reduce, the tragedy of rejection at immigration stations in the United
56

States alter immigrants had expended time and funds in making the crossing.

The idea of having immigrants examined in the American consulates

abroad was an old one, more than once proposed by hard-pressed Immigration
57

officials and others. Now it was to be tried out. At the end of the first 

year of operation under the new law Its impact was summarised approvingly 

by the Commissioner-General. According to his report, "in no previous 

year has so even and regular a volume of immigrant travel come to our 

ports nor has such travel ever before been so carefully and consistently 

inspected by Government officers.M Immigration under the new law was also
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of a very high order» me was shown by the small percentage of rejections» 

in spite of the "inspection methods of increased effectiveness made possible 

by the even flow of travel." Complaints on the part of both the steamship 

companies and the traveling public had been reduced. This success had

been due not only to the inspection at the consulates overseas but more
58

particularly to the distribution of the quota over a ten-month period.

The 1924 immigration law was rightly termed a 'law with a heart* ”

the report went on. "There is no more midnight racing of immigrant-laden

steamers to our harbors; no more congestion of aliens in over-crowded

quarters awaiting inspection at ports of arrival; no excuse for hasty or

cursory inspection of aliens» or harsh and summary treatment that might

result from the efforts of inspectors to facilitate travel and relieve congestion

at ports of entry. " The Immigration Service had at last had "an opportunity

to vindicate itself of the charge heretofore made by certain interests that»

in its administration of the law» it did not take the human element properly 
59

into account."

The millennium had come* it seemed» as far as the reception of im

migrants at the Atlantic ports was concerned. But the formation in the

same year of the Immigration Service's border patrol shows that the problem
60

of immigration control had merely been shifted to new centers.

While the new quota law had a great deal to do with the improvement of

conditions at Ellis Island, a good bit of internal house cleaning had been going 
61

on as well. The Survey reported "a remarkably changed Ellis Island. "

The frightful overcrowding that had been at the root of the worst conditions 

of the past was gone. The new law» "combined with a long needed appropriation
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Washington," had brought about a general re fo rm . "The housing facilities

have been reconstructed; adequate modern plumbing is displacing the ancient

exhibits; the iron-pipe two-decker curiosities called 'immigrant bunks' have

been scrapped and in their place--wonder of wonders--there now appear beds,

real beds, with mattresses, sheets and blankets t Every effort is made to

keep together the families who must be detained, while at the same time
62

providing separate quarters for single women and men. "

The 1924 law required that prospective immigrants applying for visas at

American consulates supply testimony of their physical fitness from local

medical sources. It was found that the consuls could not depend upon these

medical certificates, and a good many physically unfit continued to arrive

at Ellis Island. At the suggestion of the Surgeon General, the experiment

was made of posting Public Health Service examiners in the consulates. This

was tried out In England and Ireland and later extended to most of the European

lands. This went a long way toward making the possession of an American
63

immigrant visa the equivalent of admission to the United States.

What this meant for Ellis Island was that it was rapidly losing the basic 

function for which it had been created--that of primary inspection of the im

migrant. This situation was intensified as immigration inspectors were
64

added to the medical officers at the consulates so that, in effect, the 

immigrant was completely "pre-processed" when he reached New York.

While Ellis Island continued to handle primary inspections of immigrants 

from countries where inspection teams had not yet been installed in the 

consulates, its functions had so diminished that extensive reductions in
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personnel were under way by 1926. Trained immigration officers were
65

badly needed elsewhere. Two years later the Commissioner-General 

began to speak of the station as "something of an economic problem. " It 

was thoroughly organized and modernized, "the best equipped and operated 

immigration station in the world, " but the buildings were "larger than 

needful to accommodate present-day immigration. " Moreover, "the over

head generally in the maintenance of this tremendous plant, " was "a heavy

item of expense. " The suggestion of abandoning it for a more modest base
66

was very cautiously advanced.
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CHAPTER VI

East Phase: Detention and Deportation 

Hew Deal at KUis Island

Any serious proposal to abandon EUls Island at this time might have 

had an unhappy effect upon Congress* which had appropriated a good bit 

Of money only a short while before* at the urgent request of the Immigration 

Service* for modernising the station. Some sort of station for the examination 

and hospitalisation of foreign seamen had to be maintained in New York Harbor. 

There were always stowaways to be picked up and deported. There were etiU 

some immigrants arriving there who had not gone through processing at 

American consulates. There were always some processed immigrants who 

must be detained for action by boards of inquiry or hospitalisation for iU- 

nesses acquired after their examination overseas. ElUs Island* at the 

principal Atlantic port where the trans -continental railroads met the trans - 

Atlantic liners* was still the most convenient place for the collection of 

deportees. The Island was retained in service.

The long and deep depression that followed the stock market crash of

1929 had a significant impact on the station. As the depression wore chi,

fewer immigrants came. By 1932 there were more aUens leaving the

United States than there were arrivals, for the first time since records 
1

had been kept. While most of the reduction in immigration during the 

early 1930’e was probably voluntary* it was the policy of the administration 

of President Hoover to keep It at a minimum. The State Department now to
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a very large degree controlled immigration at its source, through the con

sulates. In 1930 instructions went to the American consuls to interpret

strictly the likely to become a public charge" clause of the basic im-
2

migration law and thus keep immigrant visas down.

Another device for keeping what jobs there were in the hands of

Americans was a general roundup of aliens illegally residing in the United

States. Secretary of Labor William N. Doak set out in 1931 to clear the

land of "every one who cannot prove he is iawfoliy resident here, " and

President Hoover assured him of adequate funds for the campaign. Doak

estimated that there were 400,000 deportable aliens and planned to corral

them. His methods were at first rather abrupt and brought loud protest.

In a few weeks more than 500 aliens were rounded up in New York City
3

alone and EtUa Island was crowded. The Commissioner General reported

that year "the greatest number of deportations in the history of the bureau,
4

18,142.»

It was in this situation, with the immigration station at Ellis Island

functioning primarily as a deportation center, that Edward Corsi was

appointed as the new Commissioner of Immigration at the port of New York,
5

in November, 1931. Corsi had himself passed through Ellis Island as an 

immigrant boy from Italy and he had spent most of his adult life (he was still 

young) in social service work among immigrants in New York City. The 

appointment flattered and attracted him.

From the beginning of his administration Corsi realised that the problems
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of Ellis Island were "In distinct contrast to those of the flood «tide days. ”

The news had gone to all parts of the world that America was no longer the

land of promise, discouraging immigration. In the administration of Secretary

Dealt there was a clearly defined policy of deportation. In some instances he

used the "anarchist’’ or radical clause of the law, but he also made a drive

against vagrants and the unemployed, as well as those in the United States

illegally. Doak had detailed "ambitious Immigration inspectors" to Ellis

Island and, early in Coral's regime, they cooperated with the New York

City police in raiding a Finnish dance hall in Harlem. All who could not

convince the officers that they were In the country legally were arrested.

The performance was repeated at the Seamen's Home on South Street, where
6

many men were jerked from their beds and taken to Ellis Island.

In addition to those aliens rounded up throughout the country and shipped

against their will to the deportation station, there were in these days many

who went gladly. In the hard times, quite often, "the radical or voluntary

deportee left Ellis Island with a smile."  Any alien in the United States less

than three years who could prove himself destitute could be deported at

Government expense. For some time about 200 a month in this category
7

alone were applying for deportation.

The tragic cases were the involuntary deportees. The laws were rigid 

and Cor si had little discretion in the matter, but as he confessed later,

"the duties of deportation were never very pleasant to me and often very 

hitter. " This was particularly true when the laws applied to "men and 

women of honest behavior whose only crime is that they dared enter the 

promised land without conforming to law. " Often they were forced back
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to the countries they came from penniless« "and at times without coats on 
8

their backs.*•

Corel believed that EUis Island’s reputation suffered more from the

inflexibility of the legal system, and the want of discretionary power on

the part of its administration, than from wilful abuse of authority by the

enforcing officials. The tradition he found at Ellis Island was one of the

assumed necessity of enforcing the laws to the letter. He felt the need of

tempering justice with mercy. "Let us carry out the Intent of the law, but

let us do it as humanely as possible, ” he said in one of his first official 
9

statements.

One of his first efforts was to create better relations with the press

than Ellis Island had known in the past. Hitherto, he found, the press had

been sharply restricted in its coverage of the Island’s activities. He called

a meeting of New York reporters, had them to lunch and promised them

free entry to the Island and all its inhabitants. He had a similar meeting

with the correspondents of foreign newspapers, which had for years been

giving the United States a bad name because of the actual or imaginary

conduct of the Immigration Service at Ellis Island. There was a third

meeting with the consuls of foreign nations in New York. The result of

these meetings was better local and world »wide publicity. Following this

up, Corsi made numerous radio addresses and platform appearances, and

urged hie senior staff men to do the same, the message being, "We have 
10

nothing to bidet"

To Corel EUis Island was not a prison and it was wrong to treat de

portees as prisoners. Hitherto they had been allowed to have visitors only
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on Tuesdays and Thursdays. He Issued an order that friends and relatives

might come to the Island any day in the week. He found that detained aliens

were denied the use of the telephone and, after a staff meeting on the subject,

had telephones installed in the detention rooms. Hitherto detained aliens

were allowed only an hour or two a day outdoors. This, it was explained to

Cor si, was because of the lack of guards. He requested more guards and

got them, "and the immigrants, weather permitting, now spent most of the

day playing games or walking in the sunshine." He granted deportees the

privilege of going out under guard to visit relatives or to attend to business.

He had a special mail box set up in the detention quarters for mail addressed

to him, and he made himself accessible to listen to complaints. "Many made

valuable suggestions," he noted, "and often these talks were responsible
11

for the prevention of injustices."

Cor si managed to hold the confidence of his superiors through the Hoover

administration. He invited Secretary Doak to the Island and he came on

several occasions, "watched the games of the aliens, mingled with them and

gradually changed his attitude." Corsi was able to soften the Secretary's

deportation policy considerably:

Such wholesale raids as that cm the Finnish dance hall 
were stopped. The Washington special agents, untrained 
and overly ambitious, were gradually cleared from the 
Island. Raids were canceled; arrests were made in orderly 
fashion and on warrants as provided by law; third-degree 
methods were strictly prohibited; agents abusing aliens, 
severely punished; hearings on warrants of deportation 
were orderly, fair and strictly in accordance with law.
A ll this was in direct contrast to conditions which the 
public had protested vigorously.



Good relations with the Washington office brought not only a more humane

deportation policy but also helped Corel to get the money and authority for

physical Improvements at Ellis Island, Early in his administration he obtained

$350» 000 for a general cleaning and dressing up. The old marquee in front

of the main building was torn down and replaced by a plaza adorned with flower

beds» and a new room to house the scattered records of the station was built.
13

Larger sums were forthcoming later.

Corel's policies at Ellis Island blended harmoniously into the New Deal

of the Roosevelt administration beginning in 1933. He had known Frances

Perkins, the new Secretary of Labor, in social service work, and on her
14

recommendation he was reappointed. One of the new Secretary's early 

actions was to appoint a non-partisan committee of prominent citizens under 

the chairmanship of Carleton H. Palmer to undertake a complete analysis 

of Ellis Island, and to make recommendations for future improvement there. 

Corel worked closely with this committee and had the great satisfaction of 

finding embodied in its report, issued in 1934, "practically the whole body"

of his own conclusions and recommendations not only for the Improvement
15

of Ellis Island but also for the reform of the deportation laws.

The committee's report was painstaking and detailed. It reviewed the 

history of Ellis Island and noted the changing conditions facing the arriving 

Immigrant. In the old days all immigrants went to Ellis Island as a matter 

of routine; now they were so thoroughly inspected, both overseas and on 

shipboard, before arrival that comparatively few were held for further 

examination there. Only 4,488 incoming aliens, including both immigrants
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and visiters» had been held on the Island during the previous fiscal year* 

usually lor not more than two or three days. The problem of the outgoing 

alien was more acute. In the same fiscal year 7,037 outgoing aliens had 

passed through Ellis Island. Most of these had to wait there for their pass

ports and sailing arrangements» sometimes for long periods» while foreign

consuls carefully investigated their status as nationals whom they should 
16

take back.

The report described the physical development of the Island and its

present functional use. It noted that "a generous grant’' of Public Works

Administration funds had already been allocated to EUis Island and was

being used to add new land to the Island for recreational purposes. The

Committee's ’’recommendations in regard to buildings and grounds» ” it
17

was observed» "are thus already in the process of being carried out."

In other words» the Committee had gracefully accepted a fait accompli.

The administrative organisation of the Ellis Island station was described» 

after complimentary language to the staff and to "the enlightened supervision 

under which the Island was administered." It found that Ellis Island was 

now the headquarters of District No. 3 of 22 immigration and naturalisation 

districts into which the country had been divided since the Immigration and 

Naturalisation Bureaus had been merged in August 1933. The district in

cluded southern New York and northern New Jersey. Separate naturalisation 

offices were maintained in New York and Newark. The district was administered 

by a District Commissioner» Immigration and Naturalisation Service» aided by
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a  D istrict D irector and an Assistant D irector«

The E llis  Island station» in addition to its executive offices, consisted 

of 12 divisions:

Boarding Division» -which boarded steam ers at quarantine, got the manifests 

and examined passengers. Adm issible aliens w ere  discharged with a landing 

card. If  there was doubt as to his eligibility to land, the alien was put aside  

for farther questioning or held fo r hearing before a  Board o f Special Inquiry 

at E llis  Island. This division, the Committee found, wae badly understaffed.

inspection D ivision, which made prim ary Inspections of such aliens as 

w ere not examined abroad or fo r some reason w ere not examined at the 

pier. From  this division w ere farm ed Boards of Special Inquiry. Certain  

inspectors w ere appointed chairmen o f these boards, with the approval o f 

the Com m issioner. Under this division a lso  was the Information Bureau, 

which answered inquiries made by ca llers or telephone, regarding detained 

aliens. The Bureau also arranged fo r the delivery o f m ail to detainees.

Record D ivision, which had custody o f the records of a rriv a ls  and de

partures, as recorded on manifest sheets. The records o f a rriva ls  dated 

from  June 1897. This division verified  records of a rriv a l ter aliens apply

ing for naturalisation. A t that tim e, the Committee noted, there was a  delay 

o f several months on current cases and m ore personnel should probably be 

added. This division a lso  kept a  record  o f aliens admitted far tem porary  

residence.

R egistry Division, which Investigated applications fo r certificates of 

reg istry  (under the law  of M arch 2, 1929« covering aliens of good character 

of whose lega l entrance there was no record ). The division interviewed

18
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applicants and witnesses, and made recommendations to Washington.

l*aw Division, responsible for Investigating deportation cases. It 

arranged for bail bonds in warrant cases; investigated cases of fraudulent 

re-entry permits; handled fines, prosecutions and habeas corpus proceed

ings. This division, too, was short handed and “could use more Inspectors 

for this very important branch of the work."

Bonding Division, which handled all bonds required for persons likely 

to become public charges, students, children under sixteen required to 

attend school, visitors and others.

Passport Division, engaged in securing passporta for aliens who were 

to be deported. Very frequently this involved protracted correspondence 

with the consulate of the foreign country of which the deportee was a citizen.

Treasury Division, which had custody of all aliens awaiting deportation 

or the decision of their cases. Xt handled all deportation arrangements 

except the procuring o f passports.

Chinese Division, concerned with all cases involving Chinese aliens, 

both immigrants and deportees, either under the deportation law or the 

Chinese Exclusion Act.

Night Division, consisting of an officer in charge, matrons, guards, 

laborers and charwomen, responsible for night security and for the clean

ing of the rooms occupied during the day.

Filing Division, in which were kept all correspondence files. The total

staff at the time of the Committee's report amounted to 450, a much smaller
19

figure than the station had maintained during the height of its operations.
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The Committee made no comparable analysis of the medical staff at EUis 

Island. Tide was composed of Public Health Service employees, who co

operated with, but were not subordinate to, the Immigration and Naturali

sation Service.

The Ellis Island Committee, while generally approving Corel* s ad

ministration, pointed out a number of possible improvements. Boarding 

inspectors, it believed, should explain to immigrants not immediately dis

charged just why they were being held and should permit social workers to 

assist them. They should refer doubtful cases to the chief inspector aboard 

the boat before sending them to Ellis Island for special inquiry. At the 

beginning of a special inquiry the chairman should read to the alien the 

facts in Ms case as stated on the detention card, so that ha might know 

what the issue was that he had to meet. Relatives or friends of aliens 

should be permitted to post a bond in advance of the arrival of an alien, 

to be retained by the Government only if such alien were admitted under 

bond. There should be a more modern literacy test, the Committee be

lieved, than the existing one which employed texts from the Bible. There

were other recommendations for improving administrative practices both
20

on EUis Island and at the consulates abroad.

Social welfare work at the Island, it was recommended, should have

broader recognition through the establishment of a Division of Information

and Immigrant Aid, and the Commissioner should be authorised to secure
21

tha assistance of prominent citizens to serve as a board of visitors.

Going far beyond the boundaries of EUis Island, the Committee concerned 

itself with departmental regulations and made recommendations, generally



Fig«**© 14,

'Lay-Out of Ellis Island,"  showing proposed new 
construction. Report of the Ellis Island Committee« 
March 1934.
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for the protection of the alien, in connection with re-entTy permits, certif-
22

Icates ei  registry* deportation, education and naturalization. The Com

mittee also drew up a broad program ol legal reform, under the heading 

of "Recommendations Requiring Action by Congress." In general, pro* 

posed amendments to existing immigration and naturalisation laws were

In the direction of greater efficiency and, more especially, more humane
23

and just treatment ol the alien.

Accepting Corel*# building program, already under way, the Com

mittee called lor better facilities at Ellis Island for segregating the 

different classes, both of deportees and incoming Immigrants. To this 

end it recommended that the baggage and dormitory building should be 

remodeled for deportees, and that a new building should be built to hold 

the incoming immigrants. The remodeling of the baggage and dormitory 

building was to be done in such a way as to allow better segregation of the 

different classes of deportees. The new building for immigrants was to 

be put up "behind the new covered passage and new ferry house."  This 

building was to be on a new fill, behind a new seawall on the northwest 

side of the Island. This till, about 100 feet wide and extending some

distance on both sides of the new building, well fenced, would provide
24

recreation space for the immigrants.

A  number of physical Improvements were proposed for the hospital 

group. The "Cottage" on Island No. 2 should be removed and a new 

pavilion built for housing personnel, nurses and doctors, with kitchen and 

dining rooms. There should be verandas on four pavilions of the contagious 

hospital on Island No. 3, for tubercular and other patients. The space be-
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Structural Developmant of l l l i i  Island, 1890-1935.
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tween Island No. 2 and Island No. 3» "now covered with cinders* should he

regraded* surfaced, planted, landscaped and used for hospital recreation

lor aU classes of patients," A  now recreation building should be built in

the apace between the two hospitals "to replace the old A. R. C. building

now on Island No, 2, at present a  fire Hasard." More small ward units
23

should be provided within the hospital group.

A  new fireproof ferry house should be built* connecting with covered

passages, and containing waiting rooms, lunch counter, guard room, toilets,

repair shop, etc. Existing connecting passages should be fireproofed and

new connecting passages, connecting buildings on Island No. 1 with the new

buildings of the ferry house and the two hospitals, should be of fireproof

construction. AU tiling, roofing, wiring, heating, plumbing and elevators

hi the old buildings should be repaired, and there should be new painting.

The incinerator should be rebuilt and changed from wood to oU burning or,
26

preferably, be replaced by  modern construction.

A  large part of this physical development program was carried out, 

the last major construction on the Island. The Secretary's annual report 

for the same year referred to the recommendations of the Ellis Island 

Committee for alterations and extensions of facilities, and said that there 

were similar needs at other stations. An allotment of $ 1,422,980 had been 

obtained from the Public Works Administration for improvements and, of 

this total, $1,151* 800 had bean given to Ettls Island. "Work on these

various projects," the report said, "was started in 1934 but wUi not be
27

completed until 1935. ”
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The Secretary*» office accepted not only the Ellis Island Committee'»

building program but alec many of It» administrative recommendations.

"The report of the Ellis Island committee»" said the Secretary's report,

"and the recommendations of the district directors, a« weighed and con*

aidercd by the Commissioner and his principal assistants, have been the

basis of many of the administrative reforms effected during the past year

and of the recommendations for legislation which have been submitted to 
28

Congress."

Corsi resigned early in 1934, before the Ellis Island Committee's

report was released. He found that the routine at the Island was so well

established that there was little for him to do except sign his name to

letters and documents. "Aside from overseeing the functioning of the job ,"

he said, "my daily duties were practically nil. My work there was finished."

Fiorello K. LaGuardia, the dynamic new Mayor of New York, had asked him
29

to serve as his director of relief. Corsi felt the challenge and accepted.

Ellis Island Under the Department of Justice

Immigration continued at a  reduced pace throughout the 1930’s. With

the growth of totalitarianism in parts of Europe there was great pressure

to relax the immigration laws in favor of refugees from persecution. No

legislation was passed, but administrative measures did allow the entrance

of perhaps 230,000 such persons during the years immediately preceding 
30

World War XX. This influx was not on a scale to affect operations at Ellis 

Island to any marked degree, though this type of immigrant was checked
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with especial care under the ''likely to become a public charge" clause.

Deportations also continued» but in a more orderly and generally more 

humane manner than had been the practice before Corsi’s time. A com

mittee appointed by the Secretary in 1938 made a further study of adminis

trative procedure in deportation cases. As a result of its recommendations* 

some improvements were made in the conduct of deportation hearings* making

them less arbitrary and more closely conformable to normal judicial pro- 
32

cedure.

Internally* Ellis Island was long racked by a scandal that broke as a

result of the consolidation of the Immigration and Naturalization Bureaus.

It was found that for years there had been frauds perpetrated, involving both

immigration and naturalization cases, by racketeers acting in collusion with

employees of the Service having access to official records. Similar frauds

had been exposed in the past* but these were on a scale large enough to

justify prolonged investigation. In the first year 5, 000 bound volumes of

passenger manifests filed at Ellis Island covering the arrival of 4* 000» 000

individual immigrants were examined for alterations and insertions, and

approximately 150, 000 naturalization petitions* with Ales and court records

in New York City and Brooklyn extending over a period of 9 yeare, were

checked. It was revealed that manifests had been altered, official documents

were missing, and whole files had been stolen. The investigation continued

into 1940, and involved the successful prosecution of over 250 racketeers,

employees, aliens and steamship companies. The scope of the investigation

was ultimately enlarged to include registry frauds, visa frauds, the smuggling
33

of aliens, seamen's certificate frauds, and other illegal activities.
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With the coming of World War II, Ellis Island went through a cycle of

use similar to that which it had experienced in World War I. Before the

United States entered the war, however, Ellis Island celebrated a birthday

party. Commissioner Rudolph Reimer, who had succeeded Corsi, decided

to observe the fiftieth anniversary of the signing by President Benjamin

Harrison of the bill establishing the immigration station. The affair took

place on April 12, 1940. Governor's Island fired an 11-gun salute and the
34

Coast Guard, newly-installed on Ellis Island, responded with its cannon.

The immigrant had at first been regarded pretty much as a species of

import, and the function of immigration control had been assigned to the

Treasury Department. Increasingly, he came to be viewed as an addition

to the national labor force—a threat or a blessing, depending on the point

of view--and immigration control was assigned to the Department of Commerce

and Labor (1903). When a separate Labor Department was set up (1913) it

was assigned to that agency. Now, with Europe once more ablaze, and

especially with the fall of Norway to the forces of Hitler partly through the

agency of subversion, the immigrant came to be viewed in still another light.

He was considered primarily in the aspect of his potential threat to the national

security, and the Immigration and Naturalization Service was shifted to the
35

Department of Justice, effective June 14, 1940.

As part of the same trend, the Alien Registration Act passed in the same

month not only required the registration of all aliens but also added to the

list of deportable classes and called for the finger printing of aliens seeking
36

to enter the United States. This added another to the growing bundle of 

papers that each immigrant had to carry with him and that the immigration
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inspector from Ellis Island had to check.

As in 1917» Ellis Island in 1941 and 1942 played host briefly to the crews

of enemy ships taken over by the Government. These men were soon trans -
37

ferred to detention camps elsewhere, as were many other German, Italian

and Japanese nationals picked up by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
38

temporarily deposited on the Island. As the war went on, and immigration

through New York almost ceased, Ellis Island became primarily a place of
39

detention for family groups of enemy aliens.

Normal detention and deportation functions were resumed at Ellis Island

after the war. While immigration through the port of New York revived

considerably, Ellis Island came to be classified officially in accordance

with its primary function as a "detention facility” of the Immigration and
40

Naturalisation Service. It had lost even the name of an immigration 

station.

The Immigration and Naturalisation Service Monthly Review, describing

Ellis Island in 1949, had this to say of it:

Ellis Island, in the harbor of New York City, is used solely 
as a detention and deportation center by the U.S. Immigration 
Service. Once a general reception center for all aliens enter« 
ing the United States, it has not been used for this purpose for
30 years / a slight exaggeration__/. No immigrant or visitor
whose passport and entry papers are in order now goes to the 
island. More than 99 percent of all immigrants and visitors 
arrive with documents and papers in order.

The "cold war” with Soviet Russia that developed in the years following 

World War Q brought additional measures looking toward the exclusion of 

subversive aliens. Most noteworthy was the Internal Security Act of 1950. 

Among its many provisions was one specifically excluding members of
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Communist and Fascist organisations. This measure was passed over

President Truman's veto and his vehement opposition. 'With its passage»

he directed its enforcement to the letter.

This brought a new Hurry of activity at Ellis Island. Aliens arriving

at the port of New York who had received passports before September 23,

1950, and who arrived after that date, had to be screened there for member»

ship in the proscribed organizations. Those who had been members-»even
43

if nominal—had to be detained. The magazine Life sent a team to Ellis

Island and took pictures reminiscent of those taken there by Lewis Hine 
44

in 1905. The New Yorker ran a story telling of the detention there of a 

Czech theatrical producer, George Voskovec, a man with his first papers 

toward American citizenship, who had been picked up at LaGuardia airport

and sent to Ellis Island for 10 months on the hearsay evidence of one witness
45

to his pro-Communism. The American Mercury proclaimed that many 

world-famour artists, GI brides and other aliens had been pulled off ships

and planes and sent to Ellis Island after having been issued immigrant visas
46

by the State Department.

This was the last serious beating that Ellis Island was forced to take

from the press. Clarifying legislation was passed in the spring of 1951,

making the exclusion dependent solely upon voluntary, and not upon involuntary,
47

membership in totalitarian organizations. Those who had been members of 

the Hitler Youth in childhood, for instance, or who had been members of a 

Fascist labor union in order to be able to eat, were no longer to be regarded 

as dangerous subversives.

42
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£111« Island quieted down again, although increased deportations under

the I960 act for a time raised the population of the Island to nearly 1,500.

This caused some hurried rearrangement of space. File rooms had to be

cleared and reclaimed as detention quarters. The dining room then in use

seated only 300 people and, as deportees had to be separated from others,

this meant that meals had to be served practically all day. Meanwhile, the

Public Health Service had closed its hospital on the Island and there was

nothing but a small infirmary for the sick. Medical examinations, in many

cases, had to be held in Public Health Service hospitals elsewhere in the

New York area. A  new school was opened for the children of detainees,

with as many as 125 children in attendance at one time. The chapel was

re-equipped and plans wers made for buying new furniture for the detention 
46

quarters. The hospital buildings on Island No. 2, abandoned by the Public
49

Health Service, were taken over temporarily by the U.S. Coast Guard.

The program of renovation and repair at Ellis Island was continued in the 

following year. A public address system was installed, providing an "in

tegrated system of surveillance. " A  30 -bed infirmary was completed, 

though serious illnesses were still handled at hospitals elsewhere in the 

city. Plans were completed and approved for refurnishing the quarters 

occupied by "passengers", as incoming aliens were now called. At the 

same time it was noted that the Ellis Island plant was physically a problem 

area: "This detention station, with its great, wide halls and corridors, high 

ceilings, unusable spaces and outmoded utilities, will always present the 

dual problem of how to utilise it with economy and yet make it serve our
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50
purposes efficiently.”

The McCarran-Walter Act of 1952 completely revised and codified

immigration legislation, while leaving intact and even extending the list
51

of excludable classes, but its provisions were not long to affect Ellis

Island. In 1954 a new detention policy went into effect, under which "only

those aliens likely to abscond and those whose release would be inimical

to the national security" ware to be detained. "Many aliens whose papers

were not in order," it was noted, "were previously detained at Ellis Island

and other facilities. Under the present policy most aliens with purely

technical difficulties are allowed to proceed to their destination under 
52

'parole.' "

This simple humanitarian ruling brought the long and troubled history

of Ellis Island to a close. Within ten days of the change the number of

aliens held in New York City dropped to about 25, compared with a usual

detention population of several hundred. "Ellis Island and other large

facilities, ** the Immigration and Naturalization Service reported, "were 
53

closed. " The Island was vacated and declared excess on November 3,
54

1954. It was determined to be surplus property on March 4, 1955.
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